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g r a d u at i n g

G r a d u a t e s e x i t U T E P, e n t e r w o r k f o r c e
BY JASMINE AGUILERA
The Prospector
While the anticipation builds up for
graduating seniors, some students are
prepared to leave UTEP and showcase
the skills they have been working on
for years to the world.
“Honestly, at first it felt like it was
not such a big deal, but as the date gets
closer, suddenly I’m realizing that I’m
really going to miss coming to UTEP
every day,” said Alberto Ceseña, senior
media advertising major. “This was my
second home, where I had my first jobs
and participated in organizations. But
now it’s time to show the world what

I learned and how to apply it in order
to be productive in society.”
A university tradition at commencement is the selection of banner bearers, which is comprised of the students
from each college who had the highest
GPA. This year’s candidate for banner
bearer for the College of Science is
Axel Moreira, microbiology major.
“Being able to represent the College
of Science in such a special occasion
is an honor and I am sure it will be a
memorable experience,” Moreira said.
“I expect the ceremony to be filled with
great joy and positive energy from
both the graduates and their family
and friends. I will be able to see fam-

ily members that I have not seen in
years so it will be like an early Christmas present.”
Moreira plans to continue his education and go to medical school.
“UTEP has provided me with my
undergraduate education and has
prepared me well for my future educational goals,” Moreira said. “Although I
will miss the university, I am ready for
a semester off before I begin medical
school.”
The other graduating seniors who
may be recognized as banner bearers
at the winter commencement are Jessie Moreno, College of Liberal Arts,
Isabel Belliard, College of Business

Administration, Maria Torres, College
of Education, Hassan Uddin, College
of Engineering, Joseph Cole, College
of Health Sciences and Lindsey Hall,
School of Nursing.
There are also three candidates for
graduate school banner bearers, one
for each commencement. The students are Mackenzie Frazier, English
and American literature, for the morning commencement, Lilia Lopez-Terrazas, educational administration, in
the afternoon and Claudette Barragan,
health sciences, in the evening.

see GRADUATION on page A14

Graduation

Dec. 10 Schedule

9:00 a.m.*

Morning Commencement
College of Liberal Arts

2:00 p.m.*

Afternoon Commencement
College of Business Administration
College of Education

7:00 p.m.*

Evening Commencement
College of Engineering
College of Science
College of Health Sciences
School of Nursing
UT Co-op Programs
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Should students be allowed to
park on campus?
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Columns

Iʼm ﬁnally done son!

BY CELIA AGUILAR
The Prospector

After
several
years, too embarrassing for specifics, I will finally
be earning my
bachelor’s degree.
I initially started
out studying human biology at the University of Texas at Austin, but quickly learned that
math and science were not my strong
suits. I excelled at critical analysis in
liberal arts and decided to pursue a
new major: Chicano Studies.
While my time in school was bittersweet, I learned a lot about the
world that I may have never been
exposed to otherwise. I was politicized through the Mexican-American
Studies courses at UT and the Chicano Studies courses here at UTEP.
Being able to relate with the material
I was studying not only made it easier
for me to get involved and be passionate, but it also opened my eyes to the
disparities and injustices people of
color face, especially those injustices
I had never noticed about my own
hometown.
My experiences led me to an organization I had no idea existed, but

they changed my life forever. Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana/o de
Aztlán (M.E.Ch.A.) is a political and
cultural organization near and dear to
my heart. After transferring to UTEP,
I searched around for M.E.Ch.A.,
hoping to meet a group of amazing,
conscious Chicana/os working to
make the community and the world
a better place. All I came across were
remnants of M.E.Ch.A., so I decided
to take it upon myself to reform the
group.
In the two years that I’ve been here,
I’ve seen the organization flourish
from a small group of five core members to what it is now. Though we still
have a long way to go, we have grown
tremendously and have established
critical connections in the community. The MEChistas are my second
family and I wish them much success.
Another venture at UTEP that provided me with insightful and frustrating memories, was the year I spent at
The Prospector. While I was mostly
reserved and detached, the anti-social
newcomer, I was able to make editor
by my second semester. It was a lesson
in responsibility and dependability. I
was forced to juggle my schoolwork,
my involvement in M.E.Ch.A. and
the community, my other two jobs
and meeting deadlines for the pa-

per. It caused many sleepless nights.
I’m only thankful that we don’t have
daily issues. I gained a huge appreciation for the students who dedicate so
much time to their journalistic endeavors while still maintaining their
studies. I also learned the hard way,
the difference between journalism
and writing: no opinions.
While most people see attending
a college or university as a means to
an end, specifically finding a wellpaying career, for me, it was a transforming experience that shaped who
I am today. Though I fully believe
education should be a free right versus a business, and, though I harbor
some resentment at the massive debt
I am now privy to, I do not regret my
decisions.
To all those graduating, I offer my
congratulations. To those still on the
path, enjoy it. Now, I can go out into
the “real world” and take my experiences to do essentially anything I
want. One day, I’ll return to school
and continue my path as an academic,
sharing my perspective with others.
In the meantime, I’m looking forward
to leaving the classroom behind and
starting a new chapter in my life as a
crusader for justice.

we asked, you answered
POLL RESULTS

Would you support a tuition increase in order to
have more class offerings?

Celia Aguilar may NOT be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

Saying good-bye to more than just UTEP
BY DIANA AMARO
The Prospector
If
someone
would have told
me years ago that
I would be graduating with my
bachelors degree
after three and
a half years, be
married at the age of 21, move out of
my hometown after living there my
whole life and be writing a good-bye
column in the college newspaper, I
would not have believed it. But here
I am, mostly writing it because I was
forced to by the editors. I am supposed to reflect on my time here at
UTEP, and the time I worked at The
Prospector, so I guess that is what I
shall do.
I can’t remember my first day here
on campus as a freshman, I just remember how shocked I was with
how much textbooks were, and how
fast class time went or how long they
dragged on. This type of environment
was so different compared to what I
was use to, so I had a lot of adapting
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to do. I will always remember how
awesome it was being a part of the
Marching Miners, but one of my regrets would be not rejoining the year
after.
I remember how upset I was when I
got my first C during my first semester
of college. It was like a slap in the face
that said “welcome to the real world.”
I will never forget my time here at The
Prospector and how much of a positive opportunity it was to work here
for almost two years. There are many
other things that I will never forget,
but most importantly, I will never forget the people who were a part of my
college career, such as the professors,
administration and the old and new
friends.
Of course, I would like to thank
my parents for all the support they
gave me, financially and emotionally,
because they are the reason I will be
walking across the stage next week. I
also want to thank my siblings, cousins, aunts and uncles for always being
there for me by asking how everything was going. And I want to thank
my husband for always pushing me
whenever I complained about hav-
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ing too much work with his simple,
“get it done!” and “make it happen!”
That pushed me more than I thought
it would.
I have had people ask me what I’m
majoring in and what I want to do
with that. You’d think those people
would have supported me 100 percent but instead, they told me to
choose something that will bring in a
lot of income. My response to them is
why should I spend thousands of dollars on classes for an occupation that
doesn’t interest me? If I want to make
a living with my degree in multimedia journalism, working as a photographer, then that is what I’m going to
do.
No one should be able to convince
me otherwise and that is something
that not only I should abide by, but
everyone should. Don’t be afraid to
do what you have a passion for and
don’t just try to go with what others
want you to do because they think it’s
better for you. It’s your life and you
live it the way you want.
Diana Amaro may NOT be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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Forums lay out plans for a tuition increase

CanDiE HERRERa / The Prospector

Gary Edens, interim vice president of student affairs (left) and Pablo Padilla, SGa
president (right) talk to students about the plans to increase tuition nov. 30 at the
Union Building East.

By HENry ArrAmBidE ANd AAroN
mArtiNEz
The Prospector
University officials held two forums
to discuss a proposed tuition increase
of 2.6 percent for undergraduate
students and 3.6 percent for graduate and out-of-state students, which
would begin in fall 2012.
The two forums were held Nov. 22
and 30 at the Union Building East to
give students the details on the expected tuition increase and to hear
feedback from them, but less than
40 students combined showed up to
the two forums. A website was also
launched to give more information
on the proposal to more students.
“I think the forums are there to
give students a general idea of the
changes taking place, in this case,
raising tuition for the fall semester of
2012 by about 3%. But I also think
that because of the lack of interest

from the rest of the student body, a
lot of details go unmentioned,” said
Christopher Shchoemann, junior
pre-business major. “They host these
forums to inform students and listen to their feedback. My question
is how far does this feedback really
go? Does anything we say make a difference without 20,000 signatures behind it? I personally don’t feel it does,
which is half of the reason I spoke up
at the forum.”
Gary Edens, interim vice president
of student affairs, said one of the main
reasons for the increase in tuition is to
help create more classes for students.
Currently, some classes are only offered every other semester, which
may delay students for graduation.
Although, Jovan Abrego, sophomore English major, said that the
main focus of the forums should be
about the reasons why UTEP does
not already have the necessary funds

to have all the classes students need
available every semester.
“They said the reason for the increase is to offer more classes and
help students graduate faster, but I
would not support an increase until the things that we do not really
need are reduced in the budget like
the recreation fees,” Abrego said. “We
first have to cover the fundamentals
like course offerings. As a university,
course offerings should be the most
fundamental thing.”
Fees such as the recreation one are
different and go through another
process to get approved than tuition
rates. Any changes to tuition rates
must go through the UT-System
Board of Regents, while fees are voted
on by the student body and then must
be approved by the Texas Legislature.
Edens said the guidelines for the
process of increasing rates were given
by the UT-System Board of Regents
to UTEP President Diana Natalico
in October. Shortly after that, an advisory committee was formed. The
committee consisted of 10 students
and five faculty members.
“They met Nov. 2 and have had four
meetings over the past three weeks.
Really, they’ve kind of just finalized
their proposal, and so now it’s about
getting that proposal out to the community to get feedback. We ultimately
need to submit the final plan on Dec.
15,” Edens said. “(These) forums are
part of a process that we currently
have in place for setting tuition fees
for the next biennium starting fall
2012. This is the first chance that we
actually have of unveiling a plan that
has been talked about with the student-majority committee, which has
been meeting for about three weeks,
to identify areas of investment.”

“This is like a double-edged sword
and it needs to be refined. They
(university officials) need to look at
the other side too.
- Oscar Morales, senior theater arts major
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Entering students
required to get
vaccination shot

obama proposes help for some students drowning in debt

By DiANA ArriEtA
The Prospector
New incoming UTEP students
will need to provide documentation
showing they have received the bacterial meningitis vaccination no later
than Jan. 6, 2012 in order to begin
classes for the spring semester, which
begins Jan. 17.
A new law meant to protect students against a disease that can result
in brain damage and death, requires
new entering students under the age
of 30 to receive a vaccination against
bacterial meningitis.
The law, known as the Jamie Schanbaum and Nicolis Williams Act,
makes Texas the first state to require
universal vaccination for college admission. The legislation was prompted by the death of Nicolis Williams,
a Texas A&M student, who died as a
result of the disease in February 2011.
“I think that passing this law is kind
of rigorous since now every student
will have to have the vaccination,
but in the end, it’s good,” said Mariana Bustillos, senior electronic media
major.
According to the American College
Health Association, the illness is rare,
but the rate of meningitis appears to
be on the rise for college students.
Studies also show that students who
live in college dormitories, especially
college freshmen, are up to six times
more likely to get meningitis than
students living off campus.
All first-time students, transfer
students and returning students who
have taken the most recent long se-

see MENiNGitiS on page A14

By SHANNoN McDoNAlD
Scripps Howard Foundation Wire
WASHINGTON – College isn’t
cheap – and it keeps getting more
expensive. But some federal loan borrowers may soon get a break, while
others may have just missed the cut.
Katherine Kopriva, 23, graduated
in May with a debt of more than
$50,000. But because she took out
her first student loan in 2007, she will
not qualify for the recent proposals to
change the program.
“I could use the help,” Kopriva, a
2011 business graduate of the University of Iowa, said. “I haven’t even budgeted in my student loans, and I have
to start paying back next month.”
President Barack Obama announced a proposal in Octomber to
make it easier to repay student loans.
Pay As You Earn would lower monthly payments through an incomebased repayment plan that first became available to borrowers in 2009.
The current law allows graduates
to cap their monthly payments at 15
percent of their income, and after
25 years, whatever is left is forgiven.
Obama’s proposal would lower the
monthly payments to 10 percent as
early as next year – two years earlier
than planned. Under this provision,
remaining student debt would be
forgiven after 20 years instead of 25
years.
Before borrowers can benefit from
these changes, the proposals need to
pass through negotiated rulemaking
– a process in which interest groups
come to a consensus. These groups
are likely to involve universities, borrowers and loan service companies,
according to the U.S. Department of
Education. Discussions are expected
to start early next year with a goal of
finishing before spring graduations.

Gracias a todos los que hicieron este dia posible.
A mi familia y amigos, es su exito también!
A University Relations por todo el aprendizaje.
Thanks to all faculty and staff for your work!
Congrats to all!
GO MINERS!
ss of 2011
Cla

-Alexandra Garcia

Congratulations
PASE graduates!

The Office of International Programs
and the PASE Program
celebrate your achievements
by creating commemorative PASE pins.
Visit our office to get your PASE pin
and wear it at commencement.

Office of International Programs

For more information call 747-5664
Office of International Programs

SHannOn MCDOnalD / SHFWire photo

Lauren Fabijanski, 18, is finishing her first semester of college at George Washington University studying international affairs.
She would qualify for the new loan repayment program.
The Project On Student Debt last
month released its sixth annual report
on the average student debt accumulated per state. In 2010, two-thirds of
college seniors graduated with an average student loan debt of $25,250, up
5 percent from the previous year. New
Hampshire students topped the list
with an average debt of $31,048, followed by Maine and Iowa. The lowest
were Hawaii, New Mexico and Utah,
at $15,509.
The average student loan debt in
Iowa is $29,598 – third highest state
for student debt.
And graduates are entering a labor
market with a high unemployment
rate, 9 percent in October.
But there’s a catch in the possible
changes for some students and recent

graduates. Kopriva won’t benefit from
the 10 percent monthly payment rate
because the changes would apply only
to new student loan borrowers in
2008 or later who also took out a loan
in 2012 or later. Kopriva took out her
first federal loan in 2007.
“A 5 percent difference is significant,” Kopriva, an administrative assistant at the Yale School of Management said. “It could really help you
get by.”
Kopriva earns nearly $38,000 a year.
She pays rent, a car payment, insurance, credit cards and utilities.
“I really don’t know how I’m going
to start paying back next month,” Kopriva said. “I may defer my loans for
awhile.”

GOERS!
N
MI

FORMER JUDGE
409th District Court
168th District Court

1216 Montana Ave
El Paso, Tx 79902

UTEP Lecturer
Criminal & Civil Cases

josejudge@aol.com
tel: (915) 838-8114
fax: (915) 542-2341
cell: (915) 241-9610

Kopriva’s loans are all unsubsidized
and, if she’s approved for a deferral,
the loans will build interest. Subsidized loans do not accrue interest
during a deferral.
Mark Warner, University of Iowa financial aid director, said his office can
assist borrowers in choosing the best
repayment plan.
“We let students know if you’re
going to pay over a longer period of
time, you’re going to pay more interest,” Warner said.
Lauren Fabijanski, 18, a freshman studying international affairs at
George Washington University, is one
of the 1.6 million student borrowers
the U.S. Department of Education
said will benefit from the new plan.
Fabijanski, of Naperville, Ill., said
the reduced income-based repayment
plan sounds like one she might like to
use. Despite being a new borrower,
had never heard of it.
She’s not alone. Of the more than
36 million Americans with federal
student loan debt, fewer than 450,000
use the current income-based repayment plan, according to the White
House.
Andrew Gillen, research director
for the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, doesn’t support
the income-based repayment plan.
In a recent article, Gillen wrote the
plan “is being treated as a free program in spite of the fact that it could
end up costing billions of dollars in a
few decades.”
The income-based repayment plan
“is trying to fix the problem of students borrowing too much for college, without stopping students from
borrowing too much,” Gillen said.
Fabijanski, who estimated she took
out $4,000 in student loans this year,
said students are not fully informed
about the loan process because the
wording is too legal. Fabijanski receives other aid through grants and
scholarships.
“A lot of students don’t understand
the implications of what they’re doing
and how it’s going to affect their budgets following graduation,” Fabijanski said. “They don’t know how they
might have to struggle between food,
rent, and just loans.”
Shannon McDonald, senior journalism and political
science double major at the University of iowa, is an intern
at the Scripps Howard Foundation’s Semester in Washington
program. She may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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The University of Texas at El Paso
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2011

SUMMER 2011 CANDIDATES
Doctor of PhilosoPhy
Civil EnginEEring

Jose Osiris vidana Bencomo
ChEmistry

Brenda maria Porta-linnell
EnvirOnmEntal sCiEnCE and
EnginEEring

rajab Emhemed abujnah
Omar mohammad al-Qudah
gEOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs

roberto velarde

intErnatiOnal BusinEss

Carole louise Cangioni

intErdisCiPlinary hEalth
sCiEnCEs

daniel medrano

matErials sCiEnCE
and EnginEEring

Brenda ivette machado
rhEtOriC and COmPOsitiOn

lucia dura

GRADUATES
collEGE of BUsiNEss
ADMiNistrAtioN
Fernando acosta iii
adrian alfredo aguilera
raul alejandro alba
lee allison
adam ray alvarez
raul Jaime arizpe
daniel Jared austin
Cesar ayala
Carolina del Pilar Cerda
vanessa Balderrama Chavira
robert Barraza
Christopher alexander Beale
agustin Bengochea
John douglas Bow
leroy gene Candelaria
Claudia lorena Contreras
daniel reshod Crumby
nathan moises diaz
Jorge Edoardo Farieta
stephanie garcia
hayley dyanne gibson
martha Elena gomez
azucena gonzalez monzon
alejandra guevara
William lee hanson
James mathew hardison
adrian hernandez
mario hernandez
mayla Judith holguin
marcos martin lopez
victor Jose luces
anthony martinez
hector sergio monsivais
yasser murga
Eli ivan Pabon
robert stephen Pandy
Elizabeth moya Quinn
miguel adrian ramirez
virginia ramos
ronda michelle richards
Wendolyn rios
luis Felipe rivera
manuel rodriguez Jr.
Elsa h. rodriguez-roth
samara ruth stoltzfus
Joel ryan stoltzfus
samuel herbert surtees
Edward tracy thrush
Edgar trejo
daniel James veale
Catherine lyn vowell
gustavo Zepeda
collEGE of ENGiNEEriNG

yogitha alwarsetty
mohammed alawneh
aaron andrew archer
Carlos guillermo Beas Jr.
Christopher linn Bradford
luis alberto Buena
miguel angel Chaidez
Jaime rene de la Cruz
allen garcia
Juan luis rios gaytan
veronica guerrero
Julio Cesar gutierrez
himanshu Kumar
Joseph Christopher Pinon
luis Fernando Quintana
md mahamudur rahman
Carlos domingo ramos rocha
Jonathan Charles robertson
Chandan Kumar roy
humberto santacruz
manish shivram Khadtare
Claudia Evangelina valles sosa
grisel Carolina ventura
hoong yan see tao
ricardo Zepeda
collEGE of EDUcAtioN

maria Esther aguilar
diana mercedes arellano
Edna miroslava arreola
anwar hussein asad
lendy abigail avalos
maira avalos
valarie ann Braxton molinar
inez guadalupe Caldwell
viridiana Campillo
Jesus Oscar Cantu
sandra Carrillo
vicente Carrillo
maria magdalena Castaneda
Evangelina Castellano
veronica Cavazos
maribel Chavez
Elizabeth de anda
sonia Espino
ivette gomez
Olga victoria garza-demeneghi
teresa l. gonzalez
vanessa angeline gomez
hilda violeta guerra
manuel gutierrez
azucena guzman
yvette harper
hector hernandez Jr.
Juan hernandez
robert Wayne Jeffreys Jr.
Crystal monique Johnston
margarita lara
Fernando latorre
angelica Badillo lopez
Joaquin m. lopez
margarita lourdes lopez
amada ann madrid
linda marcee
lyn ann mcKinley
sergio mendez
alice miranda
gerardo morales
anthony lawrence Prado
vanessa Quintana
Eunice rascon
mireya reyes
roxanne rocha

amanda Kathleen munoz
lizette Ortega
maria teresa rodriguez
melissa renae rodriguez
Priscilla C. sanchez
Jessica rae thomas
asia rae tyler

Erika rodriguez
margarita rodriguez
marco antonio rodriguez Escapita
Emily Christine roesler
maria Elena salazar
maribel salcido
yesenia Chairez sanchez
melissa marie santiago
ricky arthur schuft
vanessa marie thomas
albertina valdez
abel villanueva

collEGE of liBErAl Arts

COmmuniCatiOn studiEs

maria Fernanda ulibarri

samantha Paiz aguirre
Eduardo alberto Fernandez

collEGE of hEAlth sciENcEs
derek Joseph acosta
ana lilia Cisneros
hannah Cesira del Porto
david michael Krause
tomas mendez Jr.
sara lynne Peidle
Cameron layne raschke
ashlee d. regan
alyssa lorraine valles

Criminal JustiCE

sOCiOlOgy

collEGE of liBErAl Arts
Jason Paul Brison
lewis Brown
Charlie Bryant Jr.
Jeanine Campsall
nicole m. Cannon
lateef neal Compton
robert scott Cuddeback
Jesus Esteban diaz
Karina aidee Enriquez
salvador Esteban Flores
Elias gonzalez
Cullen J. haskins
mallory lynn heringer
Patrick arden heringer
scott Jasper
david r. Jorgensen
gregory lawrence mactagone
daniel Omar lopez
Jared maskell
Joseph miller
marisol moreno
dan W. morgan
marshall lash Peterson
Paula Jo Powell
michael James Predny
matthew gregory rawlings
daniel hugo romero
Francisco isaac salgado-garcia
mathias sampson
malik m. shahkaram
Justin richard stoddard
Kyle andrew surridge
Cordtz vaiula tuato’o
hassan Omar Wilson
scott alan Wiltshire

BaChElOr OF arts
anthrOPOlOgy

anessa anchondo-rivera
Francisco Javier Enriquez
art

deborah Caroline Chenausky

tiffany aaron adcox
natalie r. aguilar
geoffrey martin amato
luis Enrique Balderrama
russell Emmett Carr
alejandro Carreon
marcela rebeca Cepeda
Kristel Cervantes
manuel Jesus del Castillo
samuel Eric Escandon
Patricia garcia
Eric Edmundo lujan
denise molinar
Earl michael Pike
raul Pinales
Cynthia Elena Prieto
Jessica J. rivera
Karla isabel romero
raymundo sanchez
alejandro soto
michael alexander Woods
Criminal JustiCE/PsyChOlOgy

PsyChOlOgy/
Criminal JustiCE

Claudia lariza Bayona
nicole Josephine martinez
michael navarrette
Jennifer segovia
sPanish

Cristhian Xavier de haro
Carmen de leon
gonzalo reyes
thEatrE arts

hannah Celeste nevarez
BaChElOr OF FinE arts
graPhiC dEsign

amanda Christine Fisher
Painting

angie michelle Barraza
BaChElOr OF
multidisCiPlinary studiEs

martha santos aguilar
Jacqueline victoria aguilera
ronalds arajs
digital mEdia PrOduCtiOn
Jessica Enriqueta arguelles
alain lizarraga
Emma Barrios
martin alfonso ramirez
alexis Castaneda
stephanie Caroline soto
Omar g. Contreras
guadalupe d. Cordova
ElECtrOniC mEdia
Kimberly michelle Craig
donald ray Buckram
luis a. Enriquez
david anthony gomez
Cynthia ann Estrada
Kimberly Christine grayson
Jesus m. Favela
Cynthia C. ibarra
gregory Clinton Foster
Joanna Quintana
Callie ruth garcia
Janice veronica rodriguez
Jolene garza
alejandro sanchez
Caroline gomez muncilla
Erika dennise sims
Earl B. Jones
Charae latrice Jones White
English &
ana marie Juarez
amEriCan litEraturE
Bradley lane
luz ramona Carreon
derek ryan leyva
guillermo Chavez
Christine lopez
maria Christina lehman
sarah alexandria lopez
sabrina vargas-Ortiz
Edgar anthony mcnac
Jonathan E. Williams
collEGE of sciENcE
Cynthia miles
abdusalam ali agail
English & amEriCan litEraturE/ desiree Ontiveros
luis andres alvarado
Janet marie Paull
PhilOsOPhy
Priyangi Kanchana Bulathsinhala Joshua ryan Colby
tonya michelle Phuoc
John matthew raphael Cannon
ruby ann reyes
rolando Cardenas
English & amEriCan litEraturE/ yvette renee rivas
Jesus alfonso Carrillo
arnaldo gabriel rodriguez
PsyChOlOgy
luis Fernando Carrillo
maria Esther rosales
Julio E. Chavez
Elsa Castillo
gabriel ivan sanchez
Fernanda de la Cerda Camargo English
virginia segovia
Jennifer Jill del valle
Perla viridiana solis
daniel Bernal Baltazar
Fernando Falcon
nicole r. stubbs
lauren michelle Frankson
samson laine ghebremariam
Joshua Frank swartz
Claudia valero
ana lourdes gutierrez najera
regina g. tarango
shane myko Weller
mabruka Elsegar hadidan
ana m. trillo
raul alonzo holguin
James robert Walaski
histOry
Jennifer leigh Johnson
lee douglas Willmott
danielle Contreras
Weixin lu
richard austin Contreras
mallawa a. mallawaarachchi
BaChElOr OF musiC
sara duarte
John michael Briceno marmanillo michael garland dungan
sandy stephanie marrufo
vOCal PErFOrmanCE
hector Jesus Escobar
roberto angel Ortega Jr.
sonnie michelle Frankenstein Jennifer idaly Castro
sara i. reyes
samuel david garcia
Eduardo urquidi Jr.
gEnEral musiC
sebastian gefeke
Erich ivan valenzuela
miguel Campos
shane donovan georges
israel Portillo vazquez
steve hernandez
michael anthony gomez
rahulsimham simham vegesna Jazmin adriana gonzalez
Frank alberto ramos
sameera dhananjaya viswakula Julio alberto lopez
abel villalobos
Osvaldo alonso morales
school of NUrsiNG
marcos alfonso Olivas
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
Erika Beltran
Ernesto mora Parada
vilma Fabiola Bohlmann
amanda rose rimer
PsyChOlOgy
arlette ysabelle Camacho
rosa maria sandoval
teresa d. Kummerl
norma Carpenter
Edward soto
Evelyn Christine Olivas
roberta Corbell
Kenneth alan Wilson
Christina yvonne Perez
melissa J. garcia
alberto ivan rodriguez
Patricia hamilton
histOry/
Cynthia ann torres
Elizabeth heredia
POlitiCal sCiEnCE
Christina loweree
amanda Kay Escobar
collEGE of sciENcE
yvette marie luna-Bowen
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
hugo a. meza Jr.
mEdia advErtising/
Jesus saucedo-ramos
COmmuniCatiOn
BiOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs
Katherine marie thatcher
daniela alejandra Cueva
Janet Bernal
Celia abigale vasquez
gerardo guillen
denise Burgos
Belen rodriguez vigil
ana alicia huesca
Jon alan Crowe
mariko Ward
Samantha Teresa Mayfield
monica delgado
ana gabriela serna-gonzalez Carlos Flores
UNDERGRADUATE
alheli tocoli
vanessa iglesias
Jepchirchir Kigen
collEGE of ENGiNEEriNG
multimEdia JOurnalism
Cristina gutierrez luna
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
ytzel alexandra arrunada
desiree martinez
in COmPutEr sCiEnCE
Blanca lucia murguia
aaron adrian medina
Cesar ricardo Chacon de la torre
Jorge abraham moreno
Enrique Portillo
OrganiZatiOnal &
rosa i. munoz
COrPOratE COmmuniCatiOn
gustavo adrian ramirez
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
gilbert acosta
roman rodarte
in industrial EnginEEring
dominique Bayona
Oliver Jesus servin
ana C. Cram
ambar Jacqueline Calvillo
Sofia Alejandra Dominguez
Jessica Cuellar
ChEmistry
david garcia
Janet Jacquez
toni leandra Carrick
alejandra Karina gonzalez
april yvette martinez Quinn
ruben alfonso Casillas
andrea mucino
Cornelius allen miller
alma angelica Ochoa Estrada
Paulina Elizabeth nunez
samuel Jose rodriguez
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE in
mEChaniCal EnginEEring

alma Janeth duarte
daniel hernandez
Joe h. ramos
laura Cecilia ruiz
Francisco Emilio Zevallos
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
in Civil EnginEEring

monique annette agrawala
lorenzo Emanuel Cornejo
tomas alberto lucero
marco antonio murillo
daniel gustavo Perez
abel Pineda
Olga dayami rodriguez
Jorge vazquez Bordas
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
in ElECtriCal EnginEEring

Jose daniel acosta
astrid Barajas
manuela Erika Chacon
mario diaz
liliana Fierro-veloz
Julio Cesar Flores
Enrique garcia
miguel angel gomez Conchillos
Cesar g. gonzalez
ricardo molina
Benjamin Eduardo rodriguez
Eduardo rodriguez
Pamela yadira valdez

Kellie nicole Foster

PhilOsOPhy

ramon alvarado
hector Olea villar
nadia angelica ruiz
stephanie trejo
PhilOsOPhy/art histOry

laureta michelle huit
POlitiCal sCiEnCE

Elmer F. gonzalez
Jeffrey Edwin gonzalez
Jordan Kay murphy
alan martin Prat
POlitiCal sCiEnCE/
Criminal JustiCE

Jezebel hagar
Print mEdia

david andrew acosta
PsyChOlOgy

Blanca a. Blanco
Brenda ibave Carmona
guillermo alejandro Castaneda
viviana Chavez
andreanna Jo duron
ramiro garza hernandez
rebecca michelle gomez
alan gonzalez
Jennifer Elizabeth licon
myra alejandra loya

EnvirOnmEntal sCiEnCE

delilah a. Castro
Josue valdez
diana Zamora-reyes

gEOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs

adesuji iniobong adeniyan
angela yvette de la Fuente
gabriel J. saenz
gEOPhysiCs

astrid yadira lozano acosta
mathEmatiCs

Carolina Ferrer
sonia loya
miCrOBiOlOgy

Jacqueline Bianca apodaca
Jeanette Cecilia gonzalez
adriana salcido
miCrOBiOlOgy/ChEmistry

humberto Enrique rodriguez
collEGE of EDUcAtioN

BaChElOr OF
intErdisCiPlinary studiEs

luis anchondo
mariana Castrejon Carrillo
lauren alexandra Catlett
america Evelyn davila
Christina delgado
Claudia duarte

Christopher luke murphree
guadalupe najera-Clarke
Judge Patrick nelson
collEGE of BUsiNEss
adam lee newport
ADMiNistrAtioN
argelia niswonger
Eugenia michelle anguiano
arizve Ochoa-retana
Berenice arriaga
denise amy Olivas
Pedro Barba
Evonne
therese Ontiveros-Castillo
gerardo adolfo Benavente
ivan Ortega Carlos
adolfo Bernal
vera Kay Overton
Carman marie Callahan
sariah Kuuipo Owan
Karina ismir Caro
Janis Padilla
BaChElOr OF
aldo Coronado
gerardo a. Palomares
sOCial WOrK
mireya Estela Corral garcia
roberto
E. Parra
Elizabeth marie veloz
hong Kim duong
angelique Patino
mayra Felicidad Webber
Comlanvi Ehe
norma
angelica
Payan
gerald anthony Espinoza
school of NUrsiNG
robert Payan
thomas Eric Estrada
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
mark antonio Paz
James garcia
in nursing
alexis ann Pinon
adolfo gomez-avila
autumn agnes aguilar
Joel Provencio
Brian Fernando graham
marcela aguilar
Janette Quezada
Shane Griffith
Crystal Elizabeth arellano
adria Quiroz
Christina grijalva
marlehene arvizo
yvonne ramirez
lydia dianne hernandez
Joshua William Boyle
michelle adaire ramos
adrian hernandez
lizeth Bustamante
amanda Jean howard-gonzalez debra anne ramsey
delia sophia Cesar
Christina melissa razura
scott Eric imboden
alexandria Chloe Chamberlain robin lozano
lorane Barrera reyes
veronica s. Correa
guadalupe maldonado ramirez lourdes leticia rios
Katherine Joy dorman
gloria veronica ronquillo
victor manuel martel
Edith aremi Espinoza
tania ruvalcaba de luna
Bertha lizeth araujo martinez
amanda Charlene French
collEGE of BUsiNEss
Patricia saenz
ruby Bautista martinez
ADMiNistrAtioN
argelia gonzalez
Amanda Lee Scofield
Kristin deseree mena
BaChElOr OF BusinEss
Jasmine yvette gonzalez
Cameron vincent scott sr.
manuel albert montano
administratiOn
sandra Joan gutierrez
tiffany sophia sedano Weyant
Patrick vincent munoz
monica hallak
monica shangreaux
Benjamin munoz
aCCOunting
Elizabeth hernandez
Brenda rachel simmons
georgina Quezada
silvia ivonne acosta
gloria herrera
martha skelton
nathaniel vance robinson
rita Blackmon
alejandra ito
Claudia sotelo
Jesus robles
ashley maxine Brown
abayomi Oluyomi layinka
Juan Fernando talamantes
ana Karina rodriguez
Felicitas lopez
Jazmin Paloma lombrana
marisela
terrazas
Francisco Javier rubio
Keith d. murray
Brenda l. lopez
marcela trejo
Jorge Ernesto ruiz Chavez
areli Fabiola nunez
Cynthia y. lopez
angelina trujillo
Eladio Jose sandi
laura Prine
harmony denise lopez
linda Christine turner
diana lizette servin
hilda Patricia rosas
myrna lopez
Brenda Corina valles
hector miguel sosa
tania Berenice sanchez
melissa ann main
daniel marcos vasquez
saul rosario valdiviezo
Javier alberto sierra-rodriguez rebecca mansion
lora Kathleen vechan
uriel vasquez-delgado Jr.
hilda Elena martinez-Campos Fidel salvador vilchis Capistran guadalupe velez
COmPutEr
Kathleen louise matthews
mary
nancy vivero
Enrique antonio villalobos
inFOrmatiOn systEms
danielle lorraine mcClintick
george michael viveros Jr.
tomoko Wakabayashi
robert alan arellano
grisel munoz
Bryan E. Westman
adam gregory Walke
ricardo Chavira
Courtney Jean navarette
lisa shay Wolff
Chia-hsien yang
danny lopez
tomas E. navarro
michelle marie Wooton
alejandro ivan yu
adrian nicolas Olivas
Berenice nunez
mariana Wysocki
gerardo varela
Blanca raquel Ornelas-delgado collEGE of EDUcAtioN
Eduardo Orozco
collEGE of ENGiNEEriNG
rita Bernadette adamo
COmPutEr inFOrmatiOn
rocio Jeanette Orozco
damian aguirre
veronica aguayo
systEms/marKEting
simone andrea Payan
satyaaditya vyasa venkata nagaakundi
miguel angel aguilar
Fernando hernandez
santa Pena
roberto alcala
John aguilar
tania ivette Portillo
gabriela garcia altamirano
angela marie alexander
ECOnOmiCs
Jennifer ramirez
Francisco alvarez
Eloy alvarado
Jacob salazar
Steffi Robes Ramos
Jorge adrian alvarez
thamara i. alvarado
ronni rancich
abubaker
ali alamailes sr.
Paloma alvarez
ECOnOmiCs/managEmEnt
sarah ashley rodriguez
mohammed Qassim alkhatib
davette Erika alonzo-Kilkenny
Xicotencatl Chocolatl
angelica nicole saavedra
reza mohammad amanipour
Josefa hedith andrade Favela
anant Kassanjee
alexandra salas
alejandra Berumen
Charles issac angerstein
Colleen Kay sample
Jesus Betancourt-roque
Jessica rose aramburu
FinanCE
valerie ann sanchez
Bharath Bhushan dantu
nidia avila
Jaqueline Bernal
yeuris Karina santos
Juan Carlos Calderon
veronica avitia
alfredo lucero Chavez
heather louise saucedo
alejandro Canas
angela Jovita Barraza
noemi hernandez
alma lorena solis-alba
israel Carbajal
amphoe hubiera Bautista
noah Eunman lee
Karuna tahiliani
martin daniel Carranza
diana ivonne Beltran
raul alfredo mendoza
maria Cruz thomas
Octavio Orlando Castellanos
Eric Bernal
sarah muriel
gabriela vidal
alejandro Celis
anne-laure Bourgois
Karla y. Parrao
lizeth Jacqueline villarreal
lilia alejandra Chaparro
nancy Brown
Jasmyn Pena
Faith michelle Wallace
Francisco Javier Chagolla
Claudia ivette Caballero
lizeth rivera meza
samuel Phillip Warren
salvador Cordero Jr.
Brian reed Campbell
Carolina rocha
Fabiola Wegmann
gilberto Corona
Jose mariano Campero
german antonio sanchez
Christopher roman Cuellar
sun ha Campos
dione Christine serna
rEgistErEd nursE
shubhra datta
Karina Chantal Canaba
randa m. shaghoury
Kathi marie riley
Paul deffenbaugh
Claudia y. Caraveo
Oscar luis delgado
mariana Castrejon Carrillo
FinanCE/managEmEnt
FALL 2011 CANDIDATES
timothy r. Engle
Edna lilia Castillo
susan Katherine grizich
Oscar alonso Espino
Patricia Castor
Jessica sanchez
dOCtOr OF EduCatiOn
Erma gene Evans
sharon lynn Chavarria
sergio Flores
raquel Chavez de Zenteno
FinanCE/OPEratiOns & suPPly
EduCatiOnal lEadErshiP
Fernando Franco
veronica Chavez soto
Chain managEmEnt
and administratiOn
Jose antonio garcia
maria luisa Chavira
Eduardo Corona gallegos
neelam agarwal
Onasis garcia
danielle rose Coppinger
Oscar alejandro rico
ramakanth gona
noemi Cordova
gEnEral BusinEss
ivan gris
david Cuevas Jr.
monica Bingham
dOCtOr OF PhilOsOPhy
stefan hempel
marisela davila
Cesar armando hernandez
BiOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs –
gerardo ivan heredia
Jasmine isela debruhl
Jennifer natalie mari huber
PathOBiOlOgy
laura gabriela hernandez
Karla sabrina diaz
Omar leonardo loaiza
vicente mata silva
Omar holguin
delia aracely dominguez
Emmanuel Ortega
Md Rafiqul Islam
mary J. dominguez
Paul agustin santillan
ChEmistry
ali Jalal Kamali
Wendy E. dorado
renzo arias-ugarte
nagendra Kiran Kambhampati
adrian Esparza
gEnEral BusinEss/managEmEnt rituraj Pal
Phanendra Koppisetti
Jorge Estrada
italia Odet magallanes
david ledesma
nohemi Estrada-suro
Janet sierra
COmPutEr sCiEnCE
raul h. lezama
Erika Favela
irbis Josue gallegos
Fernando luna Jr.
graciela Elena Fernandez
gEnEral BusinEss/marKEting
Francisco marez Jr.
Carlos Julio Flores
ide Berenic aldana sanchez
ElECtriCal
isaac martinez sr.
Elvia Flores
rebeca salinas
and COmPutEr EnginEEring
arturo maya Pereyra
rebecca Frias
ravi Kumar samala
alejandra maynez
ivette galindo
managEmEnt
damian valles
ana virginia melendez soto
rosalba hernandez garcia
Christopher William Berry
sergio rafael mendez
maria garcia
Elizabeth Borruel
EnvirOnmEntal sCiEnCE
sergio alejandro moctezuma
alma irene garcia
anjelika Cecilia Chavez
and EnginEEring
hugo Francisco morales
veronica garcia
manuel Chavez
angel Eduardo Esparza
sergio armando navarro
sandra gil
Christopher travis del toro
Juan antonio navarro Jr.
sandi gonzalez
Eva alicia Escobar
gEOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs
Christopher david navarro
yanel gonzalez
gisela guzman
Katrina E. Pekar-Carpenter
Jesus nunez
stacey grado Calvillo
Patricio r. lopez
antony munika Wamalwa
Eduardo alberto Obregon
Lamont Griffin
rebeka medina
Carlos manuel martinez-Pina
Jorge Ernesto Oregel
lisa Christine grill
antonio murillo
david matthew Pagliasotti
luis guerra iii
diana Cristina navarrete
intErdisCiPlinary hEalth
Javier navar Payan Jr.
Jorge guerrero
diana Oseman
sCiEnCEs
Francisco Pineda
nicole marie heinlein
dustin torres rambaud
holly Jill mata
amr marwan m. Obeidat
Kyna marie heinz
suzane tenorio
gesuri ramirez garcia
davina heredia
matErials sCiEnCE
Pedro Ernesto reyes
Fabiola hernandez
marKEting
and EnginEEring
marco Javier rivera
sara hernandez
diego Bedolla
guillermo Carbajal Franco
sinohe rodriguez
stacy a. hernandez
ana Florencia gutierrez
sara marisela gaytan
luis Eduardo sanchez
susana hernandez
sahara yvette henderson
Benedict isabel Portillo
marisol sierra
mary ann mendes hotaling
Celina hernandez
Karina Puebla
Jessica solano
domingo Jauregui iii
Elizabeth hernandez
diana alejandra ramirez
maria d. solis
Chisan dominick Jones
marylee vivian hughes
salvador solis Jr.
Beth sheba Kurland
adriana lopez
PsyChOlOgy
miguel angel sotomayor iii
andrea dionne langrish
Jeanette Pauline maillet
larissa angelique schmersal
harvey hing-Cheong tsang
ismael lara
Enrique vega
abril Paola vasquez
melina Khatereh lerma
rhEtOriC and COmPOsitiOn
sergio abdel vega
rocky Edward loggins
marKEting/gEnEral BusinEss
yowei Kang
mayra luz vega Perez
Juan lopez Jr.
mayra Corral
mudavakkat h. vikas haridas
Patricia Olga lopez
dOCtOr OF PhysiCal thEraPy
Francisco Javier villegas
lilia lopez-terrazas
marKEting/managEmEnt
sarah Frances anderson
Christopher White
Juanita lucero
ruben Colon
magnolia urbano dela Cruz
marisela lujan
isaac Ferman
Jonathan Franco
collEGE of hEAlth sciENcEs
amber noel mack
lilia ayde gonzalez
angelica d. adame
rita madrid
OPEratiOns &
Paulina herrera
Jesus aguirre
vicki Jean magness
suPPly Chain managEmEnt
Christopher Jimenez
vanessa armendariz
Christopher James martin
Javier daniel Zepeda nieto
Kevin donohue Jones
Claudette ivana Barragan
adriana marie martinez
Carla a. Kriegbaum
noe Bazan
diane martinez
collEGE of
Christopher Wayne mallett
sandra l. Camacho
heber Jair martinez
hEAlth sciENcEs
stephanie Jocelyn marmolejo
ramon Castaneda
sonia l. martinez
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
desiree d. munoz
marcela Estrada
gala melendez
mayra Carolina navarrete
selena ann Finley
teresa m. mena
hEalth PrOmOtiOn
rachel marie schaeffer
velia herren
rosie mendez
sandra iveth Bejarano
adam anthony infante
Christy mendoza
valerie leBlanc
marcelo Korc
margarita mendoza
tameka rena sumter
daisey K. lobatos
Edna Concepcion meza
lisa marie lopez
sarahi michel
KinEsiOlOgy
natalie Brooke neel
debra montes-valencia
Jorge acosta
raquel del Consuelo Orduno
daniel montoya Jr.
Jose l. arredondo
alma Xochitl Ortega gomez
Candace lee morales
Edgar ivan Bueno
Corinne Qudsiyih sheahan
graciela morales
Emily anne Childs
michael d. sheahan
matthew Patrick mullis
raymond Jerome King
amanda volker
Jair alejandro munoz

diana Estrada
deanna Fierro
ruby ann gilliland
maria g. gonzalez
leticia gutierrez
vanessa guzman
ida stella hernandez
raul lauro hernandez
Crystal guadalupe hidalgo
azusena huizar
Christina Juarez
susan Ferguson lettunich
georgina lopez
Jacqueline annette lopez
gabriela martinez
maribel alejandra molina
martha B. molinar
laura Berenice moreno
Jeffrey P. morse
araceli nunez
richard Ontiveros
Brenda Parada
Ericka Perez
maribel Quezada
arlene sierra
Charles v. starr
Carmen E. vandergrift
Cynthia aileen vargas
Clarissa villegas

minerva leon

mary Beatrice martin
samuel montalvo
titus Olayinka Olowe
Casey austin rangel
danai sanchez
stacy Elsie sanchez
Ernesto adrian silva
rebecca Elizabeth smith
Justin Zachary sterling
misael Zanudo

GRADUATE

Carla Walker
Claudia marie yagel
collEGE of liBErAl Arts
Elvin Oscar alves sr.
david Brian anderson
melissa ana arciero-durr
Baana arroyo
yvette aguilar Baca
Juliana amalia Baldwin-munoz
liliana Barraza
Weronika Paula Bloczynska
debra l. Call
manuel Cano
Claudia Janet Cardoza
angel Cesar Carmona
manuel Chavira
Kesang Choki
anthony Colobro
Jocelyn r. Conner
daniel Bernard Curtin
Frank Xavier delgado
mallory Carol driggers
st matthew nicholas Ellis
rosa lorena Estala
harry Ferguson
marlena i. Fitzpatrick
mackenzie musette Frazier
Janette galvan
Claudia Karina garcia
Jesus r. garcia
Cynthia ann garcia
ana isabel gonzalez
Edwin Joel gonzalez
raul antonio gonzalez Jr.
Benjamin Joseph gutierrez
didier hernandez
simon hernandez Jr
yvette hernandez
azucena hernandez-ramirez
Jorge alberto hernandez sr.
rogelio a. James Jr.
Erika Jaquez
Carmen marie Jimenez
Karen louise Jones
michael Jones
Belinda a. Jones
Chris aziz Joudi
sandra Jurado
William d. Kilmer
Benny yau lee
mariwyn grace light
alfredo r. lopez
Christopher michael lopez
Oscar lozoya sr.
moises macias
luz Emilia marquez
Elsa martin
Benjamin alexander mayhew
Jennifer heidi matthews
James dean mcmillen
Juana moriel-Payne
Cira michelle montoya
grace munoz
milena simoes murta
vernon nauls
michelle Padilla
Clinton lee Prall
michelle lee Primeau
Carlos mario Puertas
Joshua Bradley Quantz
richard Quintero
martha Elizabeth rayas
silvia mercy roman
William reyes-narvaez
Juan Pablo roman-alvarado
david arthur romo
richard stanley rosen
adriana saenz
Consuelo Carr salas
mariano soto Jr.
mirian denise spencer
daniel Patrick stankus
Juan sybert-Coronado
deki Palden thinlay
Carolyn trussell
marilyn marie upton
gina anne valverde
marisol renee varela
isaac ian vasquez
ijtsuri anayantzin viveros
ira anthony Walker
tashi Wangchuk
Christopher michael Weems
James Wayne Wolff
Eugene lee Wyatt
alejandro ivan yu
Elizabeth Crystal Zubiate

collEGE of sciENcE
hugo valenzuela alarcon Jr.
alejandro arzola-rubio
ross Couvillon
Preethi dacha
david abram Esparza
rodolfo guerrero
libia gonzalez
Paula andrea gonzalez-Parra
melissa rashonda harris
miguel hernandez iv
Keisuke irie
Elizabeth Jacobo
victor hugo Jimenez nava
martha Juarez
aaron thomas luna
hector arturo lopez
amal muh
seth J. Page
Carlos andres ramirez villamarin
daniel reyes
Cesar torres
Kiran vajrapu

michelle Bordier
Korina isela Botello
Ernesto gallegos
gabriela hernandez
lizzeth Jimenez Estrada
laura Patricia lopez
roberto arkelao lopez
Javier E. meza
luis roberto munoz
natalia nogueira
leobardo nunez martinez
ana Elsa Quintana
denise Catalina rodriguez
Bruce alejandro saenz
Jorge alberto torres
Eduardo valdepenas mojica
maribel alejandra villaverde mayorga
BaChElOr OF
sCiEnCE in mEChaniCal
EnginEEring

dante aguilar luna
Oscar a. anchondo
Jesus manuel avila
Christian de Jesus Barraza
gloria alejandra Calderon
miguel angel Castillo
Polette Esmeralda Cortez
Colin James davis
renato ivan delgado
robert Joseph Ellis
Jose Flores
Francisco d. Fonseca
rogelio rene gallegos gamboa
manuel de Jesus galvan
asha danielle garcia
rogelio alonso garcia
ruben isaac gutierrez
david hermosillo
sully Jimenez
Juan daniel loya
marco antonio machado
sergio Elzar maldonado
gustavo martinez
arturo medina
daniela guadalupe medina
abraham israel mendez
Jorge mireles
rafael montano
Karla valeria montiel
alicia nallely morales
alejandro Ortega
Edgar santiago Pacheco Zapien
alex Pedroza
Jesus Presa-Quiroz
luis aaron Quinones
Joel rogelio Quiroz
Jorge ramos
tony redekop
lorenzo ivan renteria
daniel rosas
luis alejandro ruiz holguin
Omar salcido
Zayna Widad shaheen
sergio trejo
miguel Oscar vazquez
miguel a. verdecchia
leonardo villagomez
andres villanueva Flores
lorenzo Zavala
hector manuel Zepeda
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE in
mEtallurgiCal and matErials
EnginEEring

Flor gabriela gallegos
Jessica lynn hoffman
Edwin martinez
Edgar g. sac

BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE in
Civil EnginEEring

Eduardo ivan adame
aaron aldrete
Cruz adoniran alvarez
abel Borunda
Oscar Eduardo Burciaga
nadia Jessica Caraveo
rafael a. Chavez
iliana Catalina gamboa
gerardo garcia
Octavio gonzalez
luis alberto hernandez
Jose miguel Jimenez
mario alan lara
lynda Jeanette macias
mauricio mar
sucky yaxbite martinez
Pablo antonio mejia
Elvira mercedes moreno
rene anthony Ontiveros
guillermo alfonso Ovies rodriguez
armando ramirez
arkinus nehemiah reed
mariel reyes
Jesus mario rivera
danniel david rodriguez
isaac daniel rodriguez
daniel saenz
steven michael sambrano
daniel E. torres
Jose antonio toscano
Jorge Omar valdez
Edwin a. varela
ruby alondra villegas
Jahziel villegas Jaquez
Jesus Francisco viramontes
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE in
ElECtriCal EnginEEring

rodolfo aguirre
mityas al douri
alexander antony almeida
school of NUrsiNG
Claudia marie amaya
Omobola awosika Oyeleye
alexander Joseph arnold
demetria ann Castrellon
michael Joseph de la Cruz
michelle lee Foxx
antonio de nova
valerie yvonne hayes-moke
hugo E. duran
amy Elizabeth hinshaw
Jesus manuel Espinosa
stefanie yvonne mcfelt-Williams Elias Estrada mata
Carlos Ortiz
lorenzo Javier Falcon
georgia Payne
Edward James Franco
taron taray Peebles sr.
dean Wesley Freerks
Bindu sathiyajith
sergio J. garcia
vanessa trapani santana
gerardo Jose gomez
Candace ventanilla
victor manuel gonzalez
Elliott ivan gurrola
richard Fitzgerald holloway
mayra alejandra lopez
FALL UNDERGRADUATE
CANDIDATES FoR DEGREES Pedur Bassam lulu
damaris Elena martinez
allan mayorga
collEGE of ENGiNEEriNG
nehemias E. mijares
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE in
Cesar alejandro monsivais
COmPutEr sCiEnCE
Fernando Cervantes sanchez Oscar morales
luis daniel morita vargas
irvin alfredo de la torre
andres humberto Olivas aguilar
hieu thi minh duong
Oscar guillermo Ordonez
griselda Espinoza
arturo ramos
servando garcia
armando rodriguez
Carlos a. gonzalez
gerson rodriguez
michael W. havens
Carlos gerardo romero
Patricia yvette martinez
nicholas alexander roseberry
Francis ryan torralba Onate
tiffany rossy
Oscar Omar Ontiveros
Fabian Eduardo Pizana gamez mario alejandro salomon
Omar salomon
Julio Cesar Primo
Jose santana
david daniel Pruitt
ivan santos
ana Karen Quevedo
Eduardo arturo stevenson
Joel Quintana
victor Javier torres
Jose luis segura
Khawaja hassan uddin
Fernando vargas
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE in
ismael uriel velarde valdes
industrial EnginEEring
Judith megan villarreal
Paola terrones acosta
luis alberto villegas
laura marcela anchondo
Francisco andrade
rogelio ivan arellano Elizondo
gerardo arneros
arturo avelar
collEGE of liBErAl Arts
Cesar adrian Barraza
BaChElOr OF arts
viridiana Barraza
Fernando adrian Beltran
anthrOPOlOgy

martha g. gonzalez
Cheryl lynn gorman
gabriela Elizabeth graham-reyes
Jessica guerrero
luz marybel guerrero
solange Edmee guillaume
English & amEriCan litEraturE/
daisy angelica gutierrez
ChiCanO studiEs
POlitiCal sCiEnCE/
Kimberly anchondo gutierrez
art histOry
Jasmine villa
Criminal JustiCE
lila rocio guzman
gabriel maul
Kreg Charles martinez
Kristina m. hamilton
Eunice Ortiz
areli Paulina Peña-mijares
English
dawn Barbara hamilton Conroy
sandra Jeanette avila
Carlos gonzalo hernandez
daena Edith garcia
art
Print mEdia/ COmmuniCatiOn
heather hernandez
Justin Paul grell
ana natalia aguilar
saray argumedo
maria Elena hernandez
Kenneth Jose high
Cecilia guadalupe anzua
Cheryl marie howard
Patricia dianne hoban
daniel duran
PsyChOlOgy
Alba Sofia Ibarra
rachael Jimenez
lourdes Patricia gomez
ivette maria aguero
ChEmistry
Celeste irene Jacquez
Catherine leah martinez
daniel Brett mcdonald
roxana teresa aguilera
Eva Paulina aguirre
Keren rosario Jaramillo
amisha mae mason
samantha l. trevizo
anna luisa arreola
Bruce de la Paz
martha Elena Jimenez
gabriela m. meraz
Christine villegas
Eloy E. Cano
adrian sergio Enriquez
arron Johnson
maria rebecca nassi
adriana Zavala
Josue antonio Cervantes
Carlos issac gutierrez
stella Juarez
miguel Omar Ortiz
viridiana Chacon
amanda marie Parra
Charlene mary Kennedy
Erika marie ramos
amanda nicole Cruz
Edgar ivan Quezada
ChiCanO studiEs
Kelly lynn Knowles
diana Cruz
verenice ramirez
Celia aguilar
rebecca lander
Claudia adriana Escajeda
ymaliz ramirez
Barbara almanzar
FrEnCh
Jessica lara-robles
ashley marie Esparza
Jesus salvador sambrano
renata medina
Jennifer nicole leon
michelle Falcon
Joshua g. santillan
COmmuniCatiOn studiEs
Claudia veronica lerma
ana Jessica Flores
Kristine andrea velasquez
danielle agavni arat
histOry
guadalupe lopez
Crystal m. Flores
raul adolfo moreno
alejandro aleman
haydee lopez
alexandra garcia
lorena ramos
Jesus gregorio alvarez
EnvirOnmEntal sCiEnCE
Jesse lopez
Karina gonzalez
maria del mar salazar
diana maria Bernal
vanessa duenas
mariana lopez
Brandon nicholas guzman
Carla anai torres
martin andrew Castillo
sahara natalia Jordan
antonieta loya
Joaquin lopez
tracy n. Wittebolle
michael lawrence Clements
Francisco ruben reyes
martha irene lozoya
Brenda martinez
andres Cuevas
vanessa rose lucero
Julie Caroline montero
mitchell loren davis
COmmuniCatiOn studiEs/
gEOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs
daniela madrid
Elizabeth melissa Ogren
samantha ann diaz
POlitiCal sCiEnCE
stephen Patrick alberts
vanessa rae maesse
diane Ohashi
noemi dimuzio
ian Joy Cappelle
mia natalie villarreal
maribel magallanes
Kayla marie Orona
robert a. Finney
adam haag nazarian
marisa lori marin
Christina reyes
roger Fuentes
Orlando rey reyna
CrEativE Writing
ivana Crystal marmolejo
stephanie ann reynolds
alejandra garcia
Jason michael Bray
veronica C. marquez
stephanie P. rios
andres ricardo garcia
Justin lee luera
mathEmatiCs
Brenda guadalupe martinez
tatiana rodriguez
aldo gardea
Christian a. martin
yesica isabel Barraza
Claudia Corina martinez
roni scott ruiz
sylvia guadalupe gardea
alberto desiree mendiola
stephanie Bocanegra
diego sebastian martinez
Francisco Javier solis
samuel gutierrez
miguel a. ramirez
Carla maria Camacho
hilda arlene martinez
daniel tarango
ashley n. hafemeister
sylvia sanchez
gary s. Eagle
Jorge alberto martinez
maribel torres armenta
megan Jane hayden
Janet Escudero
laura angelica martinez
teresa Crystal urbina
roger Eric isaac
rachel Elizabeth Jay
Criminal JustiCE
martha Erika martinez
Eugenia nayeli vega
ricardo Jaquez Corral
Jaime Pena lepe
Erika irais alvarado
Berenice medina Jauregui
leah alina velasquez
Christopher daniel Kapuscik
martin limon
dante ivan alvarez
marlyn mendoza
natalie E. villalobos
Karina yolanda lazcano
rogelio long
gail natalie arroyo
natalie mendoza
Joel r. martinez
adriana martinez
marco Bueno
roxana mendoza
Jesus a. melendez
melisa meza
Judy Carrillo
PsyChOlOgy/
latasha darlene mercherson
melanie meza
vanessa Olivas
Javier Cervantes
Criminal JustiCE
Claudia mergil
mychal gabriel minjarez
ashley megan Olson
laura martha Chavez
imelda astudillo
Edith miranda
dorian hervey rojo
tristan antonio Chavez Poeschel Federico moncloa
liliana griselda gomez
Pamela mojica
ronald Chase Osburn
victor Omar vasquez
adriana Conde
ivan alejandro gutierrez Bravo
sahrai molinar
Jesus ruben Peralta
Edna de la riva
holly Elizabeth hatch
Christina P. moncayo
Jessica Perea
lizeth de la riva
miCrOBiOlOgy
angelica morales
Christina rivera
Priscila de santiago
PsyChOlOgy/sOCiOlOgy
Jessica avalos
Elvia m. morales
Francisco isai romero
Christina denise Enriquez
ivan Javier avila
Karla Patricia hernandez
Jose luis morales
alonso rosales
rocio socorro Estrada
Cesar ivan Barron
hilda isabel moreno
Jennifer segovia
laura Fierro
alma graciela Cortes
PsyChOlOgy/sPanish
vanessa Elizabeth moreno
liza ann starling
Kenya annette Freddie
armando Estorga
lorena yvette Castro
Jessie Jo moscone
mario trejo
alicia rocio gallegos
ryann danielle Fierro
Kyla melissa muela
Claudia vasquez
yahve gallegos
laura guadian
sOCiOlOgy
mayra munoz
dante guillermo verduzco
Jesus adrian garcia
alfonso medina
adam alomari
miriam murillo
lionel a. garcia
ruben montanez
rocio Favela
haydee Cecilia narro
Paulina O. gomez
axel gerardo moreira
natalie meza
linguistiCs
Christopher John navariz
Celeste arleen hernandez
Jasmond laBaron sims
Eliseo Cisneros
Carlotta m. navarrette-hayman
Ernestina hernandez
Federico valdez
luisa a. Esquivel
sOCiOlOgy/
valeria nevarez
Cynthia hill
Christopher Charles veliz
maria a. Jimenez
Criminal JustiCE
Carlos nieto
ninfa sara huerta
april s. Panatex
isela maldonado torres
collEGE of EDUcAtioN
gerardo a. noriega
robert J. Jordan
denisse anai ruiz
BaChElOr OF intErdisCiPlinary austen James Ochoa
Jose luis labrado
harat rodrigo saucedo
sPanish
studiEs
ana Olivas
Kristina marie lopez
Brissa almaraz
annalisa geri acquaviva
melissa Olivas
myriam macias
sonia alejandra azua
linguistiCs/FrEnCh
Kayla lynn adams O’leary
Emily Caroline Olvera
lourdes maldonado
Patricia Balcorta-Chavez
monica adriana martinez
Cynthia y. aguilar
Erika Elizabeth Onsurez martinez
Jon Joseba marcaida
gabriela Camacho
delia aguilar
abigail Ornelas
Brenda marquez
Priscila Chavez
linguistiCs/sPanish
laura l. aguilar
ariana Ornelas
manny martel
Erika y. lara
alejandra Elizabeth valles
marianela almodovar
Carla alejandra Orozco
Carla Janet martinez
lizeth alejandra lopez
Esmeralda alvarez
vianey irene Ortega
richard iii massey
sandra Elizabeth O’Connor
mEdia advErtising/
gloria Paulina alvarez
noemi Padilla
robert thaddeus melendez
Fiorela adriana Zamora
COmmuniCatiOn
Brenda
amaya
mayra Palacios
Jose roberto morales
Crystal victoria Barnes
sandra amesquita
amanda Paniagua
Priscilla mariel nunez
vanessa K. Brown
sPanish/anthrOPOlOgy
Chana marie andujo
gabriela Perea
mayra yadhira Ortega
alberto Eduardo Cesena
Karina m. torres
delmys yesenia arellano
reynalda Pereyra
amanda torres Pacheco
Ana Sofia Cortes
amanda J. armendariz
Elizabeth Perez
Juan Carlos Pacheco
ana Paulina gonzalez
BaChElOr OF FinE arts
BaChElOr OF musiC
toribia arnal
melissa Jeanette Perez
Carlos Eduardo Paniagua
arturo guillen
Claudia arroyo
yvonne Perez
adam leopold Patterson
steven herrera
danCE
COmmErCial musiC
Jessica daniela aveitia
maribel Pinela
vanessa Pinon
ana Paola ibarra
sarah Bejarano
Jimmy nguyen
luis
hector
Baeza
lorena Ponce
teyali yvonne Provencio
selene liliana macias
laura Cecilia Corral
hector Olea villar
Paula mariana Barba
Erika yuriana Portillo
lorena Puentes
tessa r. martinez
miguel angel Barraza
Elva arely Quiroz
mariana Quijano
gilbert aaron monteros
musiC thEatrE
musiC PErFOrmanCE
monica rachael Beaudin
Cassandra Estelle ramirez
Esequiel noe reyes
valerie Ortiz
amber delle Ferguson
leslee michele herrera
david Edward Benitez
Cynthia alicia ramirez
nancy Fabiola rios
laura michelle reyna
selina leticia nevarez
gina Bermea
melissa ramirez
Christopher anthony robles
Brian Christopher sawyer
vOCal PErFOrmanCE
alicia Bernal
noemi ramirez
Emmanuel Fidencio rodriguez
studiO art
alexis montoya
monica Blanco
delia ramos
mario alberto rueda
mEdia advErtising/
nora Eulalia reyes
Jesse
syrus
Bustamante
Karmin alyse ramos
Jonathan matthew suitter
COmmuniCatiOn/art
gEnEral musiC
Olivia Butler
alma velia raphael
Jacqueline tosky
andrea vargas
CEramiCs/Painting
antonio alcantar
yesenia Cabada
Corina rendon
Jairo agustin valles
abel gandara
yolanda Banuelos
lily reichert Camargo
Priscilla ann rendon
marco antonio vazquez
multimEdia JOurnalism
Karina Carnero
magdalena resendiz
raquel vazquez
natalia aguilar
draWing
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
lorena guadalupe Carranza
Elizabeth laura reza
diana amaro
gabriel avelardo garcia
Crystal Barrera Carrasco
margarita t. rivera
Erica Bencomo
mia Carisa moreno
Criminal JustiCE/
PsyChOlOgy
Karina Carreon
monica nicole rivera
Jacqueline devine
POlitiCal sCiEnCE
marlene nicole alaniz
teresa
Cassoday
norma rivera
Erica Christine mendez
arlette yaressi Bujanda rodriguez
mauricio murguia
graPhiC dEsign
ruby ann Castaneda
ruby lauren rivera
Omar t. Perez
amanda ruth lyle
victor manuel romero
deryk Brendan snow
Lilia Josefina Castro
Edda alicia robles
Brenda sanchez
andrea magana
leticia Cavazos
david rochin
miriam Pando
Criminal JustiCE/PsyChOlOgy Kitria tanika stewart
graPhiC dEsign/CEramiCs
Emily Ceniceros
Christina rodriguez
mariel i. torres-tobias
Jorge israel Zamora
Carlos r. hyslop acosta
andres Payan
marisela Cervantes
Claudia yvette rodriguez
Jose luis trejo
iris tellez
marissa Carla Cervantes
collEGE of sciENcE
yamel rodriguez
magali vargas
graPhiC dEsign/draWing
maria nieves Chacon
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
Paola roman
multimEdia JOurnalism/mEdia
Karina leticia tovar
griselda
Champagne
gabriela nathaly romero
danCE
advErtising/ COmmuniCatiOn
laura nayeli Chanez
aPPliEd mathEmatiCs
roman ray rosales
michelle rene garcia
Jesus manuel sanchez
mEtals
noemi Chico
Cindy Griffin
lili anahi ruiz
Jacklyn marie Esper
alma Blanca Cobos
Jaime Joaquin Padilla
Pamela Berenice ruiz
Jorge angel guzman
digital mEdia PrOduCtiOn
OrganiZatiOnal &
maria del Carmen Contreras
sara Joanne saiz
david Corral
COrPOratE COmmuniCatiOn
gabriela Cordero
BiOlOgiCal sCiEnCEs
Kimberly salayandia
Jorge Curiel
raphael alexander aguilera
Painting
iliana Berenice Cordero
rosanne dene aguilar
maria de lourdes salazar
Jose Javier loya Fernandez
loretta Bates Casart
John Estrada
Claudia Patricia Crook
arcy i. aguina
Perla guadalupe salazar
Joel tomas marquez
ana gabriela Castanon
irma Elia gonzalez
mary
anne
Cruz
raphael
alarcon
lilia sanchez
mariana medecigo ravelo
alejandra dominguez
rebecca monica Cruz
mauro alvarado
melissa sanchez
Christina danielle munguia
Jennifer Fidler
sCulPturE
laura marie Custard
yadira arellano
amy veronica sanders
david sanchez mendez
david andrew martinez
Christopher andres hoggard
Francisco arredondo renteria heather daugaard
sonia r. saraniecki
rebecca marie morales
matthew a. stephenson
lilia diaz
leibe aaron arroyave
hilda laura sias
ashley Brianne Olivas
ElECtrOniC mEdia
amanda lynn dieter
uriah aurora astorga
reymundo sifuentes
amanda Jo Pulido
Cynthia Carol almodovar
thEatrE
melanie ann dominguez
sandra adel aziz
Juanita Christian silva
Krystal Janel reyes
laura s. apodaca
marco alberto Favela
ruth F. dominguez
Kimberly aimee Berry
sandra marie silva
rebecca m. reza
daisy marie Canales
valerie yvonne garcia
adriann
renee
duran
daniel
Bocanegra
lorena sims
martha antoinette serna
Oscar alejandro Contreras
Jonathan duran
Oscar suarez
david randolph smith
manuel Eduardo Cota
BaChElOr OF multidisCiPlinary stephanie Kathleen Bulloch
monica yvette dyess
sonja Byrd
Claudia tellez
andrea tellez
da’mon Jonnel Cromartie
studiEs
adriana Escobedo
delilah Campos
mayra alejandra tello
silvia selene torres
Justin michael delman
Cecilia adriana amaya
marisa Esparza
Ovidia Chacon
virginia terrazas lopez
Jonathan david Wingard
deangelo samrod Freeman
alexandra aragon
lauren renee Estrada
vanessa nicole danna
William roy thomas
Claudia monique yelder
linda rubi govea-Palacios
Claudia Josephine aragon
Elsa margarita Favela
ta Keisha renee davis
gina torre
don michael Paredes
Jessica arredondo
Ernestina Fierro
maria luisa Escobar
Claudia alejandra torres
arthur rene Perez
Joseph a. Banyard
PhilOsOPhy
diana
Flores
almendra
Fernandez
Elizabeth
torres
araceli Puente
Christian m. Benton
liliana ivette vasquez
gretna Flores
Ervin garcia
maria del Carmen torres
Brenda lizath reyes
ramiro Bernal
dinora raquel velarde
Priscilla denise Flores
daniel adolfo gonzalez
norma torres
lourdes denisse rivera
Emily Kathleen Buntyn
maria Concepcion Fong
ana Karen gracia
magdalena travieso
Jesus C. rojas
regina r. Bustamante
PhilOsOPhy/PsyChOlOgy
Berenice adriana gallegos Orozco alicia d. trejo
alejandro granillo
Cesar sierra
nancy aracely Cabrera
manuel saucedo
Jorgelina galvan
david adrian hernandez
Erika viviana triana
Kaitlyn genice smallwood
Jim l. Cade
Carlos luis garcia
graciela hernandez
ana laura urias acosta
Christopher Jesse velasquez
alam Eric Canales
POlitiCal sCiEnCE
Cecilia garcia
sara anne Kaltwasser
Karla maria urquidi
lydia m. Castanon
Karen nayeli arenas
Evangelina garcia
daniella marie lopez
melissa valadez
Olivia rosebud Chin
Eric tomas Barrientos
English &
Julio Cesar garcia
timothy alexander lopez
Olga valenzuela
alex yun gun Choi
Freddy angel Cardiel
amEriCan litEraturE
mary Catalina garcia
Carolina macias
Jessica valles
su-yeon Clagon
Efrain amado Carrillo
lorenza aguilar
monica garcia
luz idais macias
Cynthia alejandra vasquez
neomi Correa
mario ignacio Chacon diaz
sophia d. apodaca
selene garcia
shauntel Kahihilani macias
Ericka ann vasquez
yolanda dennison
valeria ilse garcia
audra Burkhartsmeier
venus veronica gardea
Ector matias martell
Patricia Judith vasquez
Juan-roberto diaz
marcela gonzalez
amanda m. Carlos
maribel gaytan
Eric martinez
mayra Elizabeth vazquez
Cindy l. doyle
Elizabeth holguin
Cecilia Corpus
ruby ann genera
Cameron lee mcBride
lorena gabriela veleta
andrew david Favela
gabriel holguin
Erin Coulehan
alyssa
yvonne
gil
david
secundino
mireles
mirna venzor
richard glenn Fleager Jr
matthew gilbert marquez
gladis a. diaz
ruth veronica gomez
Karen Olivares
anabel vidales
vernon lamale Frazier
Christian meneses
Elenie gonzalez
naomi gonzales
alexis lucia Orozco
nora angelica villalobos
Jennifer galvan
Crystal Jasmine morales
laura hathaway hammond
ana laura gonzalez
abraham Perez
sonia Cathleen villareal
Francisco garcia
daisy morales
michelle l. herrera
Jessica gonzalez
Julio Cesar rangel
rachel renea Walker
sean Phillip garcia
Joseph robert Perez
Jessica arlene Pena
isabel Castanon
ivan ricardo Castillo
Omar alberto Chavez
gregory Christopher gordon
stacy anne Kendrick
Jose roberto martinez

nicholette ruiz
heather marie sebby
Jessica nicole ybarra
Kara amber ytuarte

alonzo Omar Provencio
valerie J. ramos
nicholas rocha
Fernando salcedo
rudolph valadez

ashley nicole gentry
Elijah Kavika goldtrap
natalia gomez
alfredo alfonso gonzalez
amanda gonzalez gibler
avina C. gutierrez
Julia halstead
denice hernandez
vanessa lamar hernandez
Jessica rae hoefner
Elvira Catalina Jacquez
Eduardo Juarez
taylor thompson lange
Jacqueline lara
Clifford Kai Fat lo
gabriel lopez
ricardo arturo lozano
Jessica a. luchini
richard macias
shelly C. mackay
milton allen mallard
sergio mancha
rebecca C. markowski
Kathryn Beatrice martin
Carlos alejandro martinez
Claudia martinez
laura martinez
michael anthony martinez
noemi martinez
rafael a. martinez
tatiana m. martinez
demetrious O. maxie
samantha lea mcCardle
daniel anthony melendez
Joseph Jacobi mena
Erica Beatriz mendoza
michael a. mendoza
anthony miranda
Jason Wilson moore
Farhad moraveg
Jessie Edward moreno
gustavo muniz
Jorge Eduardo munoz
alecia nmashie
abigail a. O’leary
maria Beatriz Ortiz
sergio humberto Ortiz
Brandee Jo Ostrem
maria isabel Otero
Erin d. Page
Evelyn K. Pena
rosemary E. Prieto
sandra Jo Pulido
ana yazmin Quezada
aida Quinones
gloria i. Quinones
Joseph m. Quintana
Elizabeth m. Quiz
luis alfonso reynoso
Edward rivas
robin C. rivera
Eric andrew robinson
Christina marie rodriguez
linda romero
michael richard romero
Chasity monique ross
Jamison alton rountree
valente h. saenz
david armando sanchez
daniel silvadoray
tate m. smith
iris Jeanette soriano
adam Jacob tirres
robert Blake tritico
sandra urista
suzette urista
Jesus a. vasquez
ruben vasquez
adam vazquez
angel isaac villagran
rosa Caraveo villarreal
sarah raquel Watson
Kim Williams
denise Patricia Zavala
Kevin Zortman

vicente romero
victor manuel rosales
laudan Emilia rowhanian
Eric saenz
sandra Carolina saucedo
michelle nicole serrano
sergio O. silva
roxanna gabriela solis
rachel C. stewart
denice alicia torres
sarah marie vacio
veronica villalpando
heather l. White
Jorge Zamarripa

Congratulations from

The University of Texas at El Paso

Claudia ivonne Wilburn
marylou Woolridge
Jacob yglecias
silvia Zamarripa
seendy Zuniga
collEGE of BUsiNEss
ADMiNistrAtioN

BaChElOr OF BusinEss
administratiOn
aCCOunting

mario Eduardo arenas
Brenda noreth Barraza
lorenzo Beltran del rio
Candice E. Brown
arlene Calderon
Elizabeth Cardenas
tanya Elaine Cazares
alejandra Eduviges Chavez
sandra m. Cobos
miriam teresa Coronel
nancy Karely Escobar
valene renae Faulkner
Esperanza maria Flores
maria noemi Flores
Zulma Karina gonzalez
Courtney Christine hale
tracey Elaine howard
Courtney Justine Kieser
angelina legarreta
matthew Patrick loweree
denise marquez
Krista martinez
Brittney Erin mcBride
Kheila Zarina medina
Claudia gonzalez melendez
ana teresa meza guevara
vanessa Jude morgas
luis Francisco Quezada
Cesar maury Quinones
Jose luis ramos
mayte rocha
alejo antonio rodriguez
april marie rodriguez
roberto soto
maribel trevino
Jazmin lizeth valles
diana l. vandivort
Joel andres Zarazua
tanya Zubia
aCCOunting/FinanCE

Elvia monica duarte
ivan de Jesus guillen
daniel ivan moriel
Belen Ochoa
aCCOunting/
gEnEral BusinEss

Catherine madrigal
aCCOunting/OPEratiOns &
suPPly Chain managEmEnt

Jose antonio moncada
COmPutEr
inFOrmatiOn systEms

alejandro ayala
griselda Barragan
rolando Esparza
Juan Carlos garcia
samantha michelle gomez
Fernando hernandez
mayram lizarraga
Jamal nava
Jose luis Quiroz
alfonso rivera
luis m. torres
yoliet vela garcia
Claudia yvette villanueva
COmPutEr inFOrmatiOn
systEms/gEnEral BusinEss

ana laura Zubiate
ECOnOmiCs

alejandro Cardiel
andrew thomas Carpio
roberto Chavez
ricardo d. Pedregon
ECOnOmiCs/OPEratiOns &
suPPly Chain managEmEnt

Elizabeth Jara-Quinones
FinanCE

Fernando alvarez
nohemi lizet alvarez
gabriel miguel aranda
Julian a. arrambide
david a. Bencomo
robert gabriel Cervantes
airam Eric Cheung
Kevin Joshua Contreras
yvette de santiago
Carlos Espalin
david alexander Estes
laura vanessa Flores
marco andres gallardo
alexis gonzalez
Carla yvette gonzalez
Crysta miriam grenier
hoyeon Jung
aaron James medina
ricardo Javier medina
Joshua henry mishaan
iliana Ortiz
hector Francisco Ortiz aguirre
Karina Elizabeth Palma
delma scott
alfredo udave reyes
Walter douglas Wilson
FinanCE/gEnEral BusinEss

Eva a. alferez
mayra i. alvarez
Joanna g. martinez
ana Pastor Pinilla
idaly Zubiate

FinanCE/managEmEnt

tiffany diaz
Juliana Fierro
valerie munoz
Christopher alexis trian
FinanCE/marKEting

Enrique natividad anchondo
gEnEral BusinEss

Carlos ivan avila
susanna marie Cooper
dimitrios Fylladitakis
Joyce horton
mariana lopez
Carolina meza
tiffany danielle mogen
Jesus armando Orozco
guillermo robles
gabriela marie rodriguez
Jorge antonio rodriguez arzola
monica lorena rojas
gEnEral BusinEss/FinanCE

arnulfo rodriguez

gEnEral BusinEss/managEmEnt

Emmanuel gonzalez
Jennifer hernandez
lydia Elvira hernandez
nicholas andrew hinojos
gEnEral BusinEss/OPEratiOns & Corina marie huante
Blake lance Klimasara
suPPly Chain managEmEnt
Eduardo alonzo lizarraga
roberto Cervantes
saul martell
adrian ramon martinez
managEmEnt
george martinez
arlene acevedo
Jesus rafael martinez
miriam angelica aguirre
nathan ross mcCage
ashley maume alameda
Jorge luis mendez
rabia Babar ali
Charles robert montes
norma avalos
Cesar ivan morales
mayra lucia Bustamante
david marc morales
nicole a. Bustamante
velia Priscilla Ortega
Kelly marie Casey
luis adrian Ponce
dora nelia Cazares
sonia Ponce
Paola Chavez
mario manuel Portillo
richard d. Chenausky
Jorge alfonso Quezada
ana Karina Cuevas
rodolfo armando reyes
Jaime alfredo Escamilla
thomas Eugene salazar
Bernice lucy Estrada
arturo sanchez
thomas Flores
Fabricio saucedo
Carleen garcia
rosemary saucedo
diana garcia
marco antonio sierra
rachel grantz
ryan Paul sorenson
Carla Joanna gurrola
audrey lynette vasquez
Patricia Eileen harrison
meredith Kristin White
helen Kieko iwabuchi
ashley nicole Williams
donavon lavon Kemp
Jesus Komiyama
adrian leon
BaChElOr OF
ana Bertha lopez
sOCial WOrK
monica teresa marcum
Jessica archuleta
Claudia m. mena
Kimberly heredia
rhina gabriela navarro
adrianna Zineb Perea
Blessing Oghemewreseme Okagbare
monique J. Ortega
school of NUrsiNG
maria de la luz Ortiz
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
lorenzo alfredo Paz
in nursing
vanessa Picos
roberto acosta
Christopher Pinney
andrea Perches adamson
yvonne B. ramirez
audriana apodaca
Emmanuel rodriguez
Patricia arocho
saul gabriel rubio
yvonne ashby
Felipe salas
melissa marie Barnes
Jeanielyn F. shirley
roselle sabio Beltran
Kourtney a. sisneros
Erin Elizabeth Bemis
Eduardo torres
yvette yugena Blevins
Erica villa
nick Bonilla
Francisco ivan villalobos
amanda Brandon
denise marie Brown
Frances yvonne Cabral
managEmEnt/COmPutEr
viola Cedillo
inFOrmatiOn systEms
samantha r. Cisneros
mariana garcia
maura Katherine Colligan
daniel l. Cook
managEmEnt/FinanCE
Barbara ann davis
Jose Carlos Castaneda
Paulina de haro
managEmEnt/gEnEral BusinEss Carrie tennille deming
roopasree dhurjati
Paola ileana romero
Edith ann dixon-Walker
miguel amparan
diana Chavira
yvonne Flores

Cammieann sangeet dunaway

diana Estrada
ruth Ferrero-Candelaria
Jacqueline Kathleen Foslin
Kennia arizahy Fraire
michelle y. gilbert
guillermo gomez
Brittany gonzalez
maria guadalupe gonzalez
Erika gonzalez Beltran
Belinda guerrero
gustavo gutierrez
lindsey Brooke hall
ashley n. howard
steven robert ibanez
anoop Josan
mohamed abdoullah Khamsi
Kyle Christopher Kinas
Carrie irene lasly
isaac licerio
Erika denise lopez
Carlos andres lozano
veronica macias
alex maese
sharlae Erin maldonado
Chad reddington mason
Celina medrano
Jose alberto medrano
mayra munoz melendez
monica luz menchaca
ileana yvette montelongo
Joanna morales
margarita isabel moreno
Oscar moreno
Blanca d. navarro

monica Patricia Ogaz de alvarez

adebimpe Blessing Ogunsefunmi
stephen Joseph Oravec
Cassie Orten
mi Jeong Park
melisa Franceen Perez
griselda Ponce
annette marie Quinones
rocio ramirez
Christopher david reyes
mindy michelle rios
daniela rivera
Jessica monique rodriguez
daphne Elizabeth rossi
ricardo rafael ruiz
roxanna ruiz
Carlos soriano
Kay B. sword
maggie talamantes
Eric samuel tanuz
Krista renee terrazas
theresa m. thetford
mark andrew tiessen
meridith Christine Watts
Kathra abdulkadir Wickam
leighanne marie ybarra
Oscar alex yee

managEmEnt/marKEting

Jorge O. aguirre
abraham Belmontes
david Coria
daniela teresa diaz
steven michael Fraire
thelma Elizabeth lozano
richard luis Ornelas
victor manuel Pantoja
hector roman yanez
managEmEnt/OPEratiOns &
suPPly Chain managEmEnt

Jeanette Cordero
marKEting

ryan abou-reslan
isabel rotteveel Belliard
martin de la rosa
reuben Ezekiel del Olmo
Jazmin diaz de leon
salvador alberto Espino
maria del Carmen garcia
Paola garcia
Berenice guerrero
Cruz valerie gutierrez
daniel hanson
Jaime legarreta
louisa nancy madriles
anahi marines
leon Eli merriman
ana gabriela molina
lorena mireya ramirez
lenee michelle reyes
Osvaldo rodarte
Eduardo Omar samario
Eric nicolas sias
iliana ivette silva
ashlee michelle Wells
Jonathan l. Wiley
marKEting/gEnEral BusinEss

Office of
University Relations
Accounting
Department
Vice President for
Business Affairs
Office of the
Provost
President’s
Office

myriam acosta
luisa Paulina Canales
gabriela munoz
Juan Carlos Orduna
alejandra salaices gomez
marKEting/managEmEnt

ana victoria Camargo
alfonso grado
amanda Johnson
Jeff thaddeus szostek
Felipe agustin ybarra

OPEratiOns & suPPly Chain
managEmEnt

Berenice Castrejon
Paola de santiago
Paola garcia
hector lozoya

OPEratiOns & suPPly
Chain managEmEnt /COmPutEr
inFOrmatiOn systEms

marisol alonso rios
daniel guizar izquierdo

collEGE of hEAlth sciENcEs
BaChElOr OF sCiEnCE
hEalth PrOmOtiOn

Judith arzola
Joana Elizabeth Brooks
Bonnie Cordova
sarai garcia
adriana martinez
Claudia v. miranda
Erica monroe
noah albert munoz
KinEsiOlOgy

mona lisa acosta
raquel andrade-Carrillo
dan arce
Erica Belen Barraza
simon Patrick Bejarano
Christian ivan Carrasco
daniel Chavez
Joseph alan Cole
nieves m. Contreras
abraham Quevedo diaz
thalia duarte
nancy Berenice Figueroa
lily gonzales
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The Prospectors’ Fall 2011staff

From left to right: Jasmine Aguilera, Alejandro Alba, Andres Rodriguez, Priscila Apodaca, Audrey Russel, Diana Amaro, Rebeca Guerrero, Javier Villanueva, Nicole Chavez, Jerry Aldaz, Beatriz Castañeda, Blake
Lanham,Greg Castillo, Krystal Oblinger, Veronica Chaparro, Henry Arrambide, Aaron Martinez, Daniel ornelas, Candie Herrera, Diego Burciaga, William Vega, Justin Stene, Natalia Aguilar, Cynthia Lopez, Corina Sanchez,
Veronica Gonzalez, William Vizcarra, Abril Ramos, Isabel Castilllo, Celia Aguilar, Marcela Luna, Kathy Flores, Lourdes Cardenas. Not pictured: Marissa Montilla, Fernando Sanchez, Esteban Marquez, Eric Bretado, Frankie
Rodriguez, Rusty Burns, Diana Arrieta, Adam Martinez, Amber Watts
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Academic

Stress builds as finals loom
By REBEccA GuERRERo
The Prospector
It’s that time of year again for UTEP
students to hunker down and pull
long hours of study in preparation for
their final exams.
It can be a stressful time for some
students as they crowd the library. For
many freshman, fall finals can seem
like the biggest hurdle during their
first year, while for some seniors, finals bring stress along with the pressure of preparing for graduation. No
matter what their personal situation
is, students have their own way of
coping with stress.
“Schedule every part of every day
and stick to it,” said Michael Martinez, senior music major. “Every Sunday night, I plan out what I must do
for every day of the week. Having my
goals out of my mind and on paper
helps my organization and focus.”
This strategy echoes the advice
from the University Counseling Center, where counselors are used to seeing an upsurge in counsel-seeking
students during this time.
“It’s normal to be somewhat anxious. Hopefully, it feels more like the
anxiety one feels when rooting for
their favorite sports team, and not
the one waiting for a root canal,” said
Sherri Terrell, director of the counseling center. “Of course, the best strategies for dealing with test anxiety are

to be well prepared, well rested and
have a realistic evaluation of your
performance history and ability.”
Terrell also recommends scheduling in some down time just as you
schedule in study time. Many students find physical activity to be a
good way to distance themselves from
the world of academia for a while.
“I like to exercise when I’m stressing about finals,” said Valeria Lara,
junior pre-nursing major. “It helps
to clear my head, and then I study as
much as I can and hope for the best.
I think finals will probably get a little
harder next year when I get into my
major work.”
Another tip Terrell suggested was
for students to look at the big picture
of their academic work and their future career plans.
“It helps to put exams in perspective. Will the results of this test really make or break one’s whole career
plan? Do you need an A or just want
a B? Some students don’t believe it,
but getting a really good night’s sleep
is also extremely important,” Terrell
said. “Not only will it help a student’s
performance, it helps one to deal with
anxiety. We teach a number of testtaking strategies and some relaxation
techniques that may be helpful.”
Some students such as Marcela
Aguayo, freshman music major, already have their own unique ways of
de-stressing before a big exam.

VEROniCa CHaPaRRO / The Prospector

Andrea Mercado, freshman pre-business major, (left) and Renee Mateos, freshman pre-business major, (right) study for an exam at the UTEP library.
“I like to sing along to “Glee” CDs
when I’m feeling really stressed,”
Aguayo said. “I think for freshman
students, whose lives have become all
about school, it’s important to go out
and hang out with some friends and
have a little bit of fun.”
In addition to students being well
organized and not obsessing over
studies, Terrell recommended that
students give themselves positive selftalks in order to improve performance

on the day of the test. Likewise, they
should avoid students who are very
anxious before exams. She said this is
because students tend to imitate the
behavior of their peers. Even someone who was well prepared for a test
can have his or her confidence shaken
by an overly nervous classmate.
Another way to avoid stress, which
may be too late for some students, is

see STRESS on page 15

TuiTioN from page A3
The first part of the development of this plan was to work with
student leadership, represented
through the advisory committe.
Now, the next part of the plan starts.
Edens said they are trying to do as
many forums as they can by the end
of the school year.
“We always get slammed with not
being open,” said Pablo Padilla, Student Government Association president. “What we’re trying to do here
in the short time crunch the Board
of Regents has given us is to evaluate a tuition plan. We’re trying to get
as much information out. We’re trying to host several forums, we’re trying to host online things, this is the
first time we’re putting up a website.
We have every resource available
that we can with such a short time
space.”
Oscar Morales, senior theater arts
major, said he understands why
they are trying to raise tuition, but
believes that university officials are
only looking at one side of the student population.
“This is like a double-edged sword
and it needs to be refined. They
(university officials) need to look
at the other side too. They are only
focused on one set of students that
are here on a full-ride scholarship or
that have their parents helping them
pay for school,” Morales said. “They
are not looking at the students that
don’t have those means and that
need to work while going to school.
This is a commuter school after all.
They need to look at this issue for
the all students not just one group
of students.”
For more information, visit utep.
edu/tuitionandfees.
Henry Arrambide and Aaron Martinez may be reached
at prospector@utep.edu.
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Career

Degrees that won’t get you a good job

By HENry ArrAmBiDE
The Prospector

With employment opportunities
at historic lows for college students and a worrisome 9.1 percent national unemployment rate,
graduating students everywhere are
feeling the stress of an uncertain
future.
Newsweek’s The Daily Beast, released a list of the 20 most useless degrees. The list was compiled
by looking at average income
growth and projected change in
the number of jobs from 2008 until 2018. The results quickly spread
to blogs and outlets around the
Internet and held some surprises
for a few areas of study.
“I don’t understand why journalism would be at the top of
the list,” said Jackie Devine, senior multimedia journalism major.
“I would think living in a culture
where people rely on news on a
daily basis, it would be one of the
top degrees. Hearing this news is
kind of discouraging.”
According to the list, journalism
is one of the top fields of study
considered most useless due to its
poor economic projections. Horticulture, agriculture, advertising

and fashion design follow as the
five most useless degrees.
“I don’t think they are useless
majors. It might be harder to get
a job with a certain type of degree, but at the same time this
degree allows for a lot of intellectual growth” said Gethsemane
Acosta, junior English and American literature major. “There’s interpretation and analysis of data
that you learn to do and that can
be used as a valuable skill in the
work place.”
Surprising entries among a list
filled with majors leaning towards
the liberal arts, were chemistry and mechanical engineering
technology.
The list has drawn criticism for
its measurement of career success by profitability. While some
students may be fiercely averse to
their major being labeled useless,
others approach it with a frank
honesty.
“Psychology is a terrible degree
to have because it is not profitable,” said Andrea Rangel, junior
psychology major. “I didn’t initially know it was so bad, but I’ve
always known what I wanted to
be, so if I have a passion for it. I
don’t care too much.”

The attitude of working hard

at what you love is a common
theme

among

students.

Despite

20 Most useless degrees

their degrees being classified as
useless or of low profitability, they
continue to pursue it.
“I

think

if

you

work

hard

enough at it, there are definitely
a lot of opportunities, especially
with technology nowadays,” Devine
said. “It’s a new face of journalism. What drew me in was its
power. It’s important to be a voice
for people that don’t have one.
I hope to be a reporter for any
newspaper in the country.”
That hope keeps students going,
despite what current market conditions dictate.
“I don’t care what my degree is
classified as because at least at the
end of the day I’m going to be
enjoying my job and I won’t be
getting bored or tired of it.” Acosta said. “I love to read and I want
to educate and inspire students to
be the best they can be.”
Henry Arrambide may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)
9.)
10.)
11.)
12.)
13.)
14.)
15.)
16.)
17.)
18.)
19.)
20.)

Journalism
Horticulture
Agriculture
Advertising
Fashion Design
Child and Family Studies
Music
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Chemistry
Nutrition
Human Resources
Theater
Art History
Photography
Literature
Art
Fine Arts
Psychology
English
Animal Sciences

*According to the Newsweek’s The Daily Beast’s The list was compiled by looking at
average income growth and projected change in the number of jobs from 2008 until 2018.
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GrADuAtioN from page A1
Lastly, there are three university
banner bearers, one for each commencement, each of whom earned the
overall highest GPAs. The candidates
are Stacy Kendrick, anthropology major, in the morning, Valene Faulkner,
accounting major, in the afternoon
and Ashley Howard, nursing major,
in the evening.
“It is very important that we refer
to these students as candidates,” said
Alberto Lopez, assistant vice president
for institutional advancement. “The final grades have not come in yet for this
semester and so we still do not know if
they will remain our banner bearers.”
During last May’s commencement ceremony, UTEP awarded its
100,000th degree and with that, retired
the traditional mace, a staff-like object
that is carried into the ceremony by
the grand marshal. At the upcoming
winter commencements a new mace
will be used.
UTEP alumna Beverly Penn, who is
also a professor of art at Texas State
University of San Marcos, designed
the new mace. Students and faculty
caught their first glimpse of it during
an exhibit from Sept. 10 to Oct. 29 at
the Stanlee & Gerald Rubin Center for
the Visual Arts that ran.
“It is definitely something we are all
very excited about,” Lopez said “This
new mace is a symbol of UTEP’s history as well a symbol of UTEP’s successful future.”
Among the other students graduating is Omar Perez, who will be receiving his BA in Multimedia Journalism.
“I am very nervous but excited as
well,” Perez said. “I’m sad that my
time at UTEP is just about done, but
at the same time I’m looking forward
to moving on and gaining as much experience as I can in my field.”
Though graduation is an exciting
time for students, for some that excitement will be short lived as they now
tried to land a job in their field.
“This is something we’ve all worked
extremely hard for and we’ve been
waiting for a while to finally have a
degree,” said Saray Argumedo, senior
communication major. “But half of us
know we’re not going to get a job after
this.”

Pre-Commencement Ceremonies
Pre-Commencement
Ceremonies
College of Business
Administration

(For undergraduate students
only)
Graduation Brunch
Dec. 10, 2011
9:30 a.m. registration; 10:00
a.m. - 12:00 p.m. brunch
Tomás Rivera Conference Center,
Union Building East
For more information, please
call 747-5174 or email sdcstudents@utep.edu
*TICKETS REQUIRED FOR
ATTENDANCE*

College of Business
Administration

(For graduate students only)
Dec. 9, 2011
5:30 p.m. doors open; 6:00 8:00 p.m.
Undergraduate Learning Center, Room 106
For more information, please
call 747-7726
*TICKETS REQUIRED FOR
ATTENDANCE*

College of Education

(For graduate students only)
Dec. 9, 2011
6:30 p.m.
Magoffin Auditorium
For more information, please call
747-5783

College of Engineering
Dec. 10, 2011
11:00 a.m.
Magoffin Auditorium
For more information, please call
Ingrid Wright at 747-5971

College of Health
Sciences

(Pre-commencement and graduate hooding ceremony)
Dec. 10, 2011
3:30 p.m.
Magoffin Auditorium
For more information, please call
747-8564 or e-mail cgamboa@
utep.edu

Department of
Kinesiology

Dec. 9, 2011
5:30 p.m.
Hall of Champions
For more information, please call
747-8564 or e-mail rmdiaz@
utep.edu

Jasmine Aguilera may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

College of Liberal Arts
Awards & Hooding
Ceremony

(For honor cord recipients,
department award recipients and
master’s/doctoral students)
Dec. 8, 2011
7:00 p.m. (Students must arrive
at 6:30 p.m.)
Magoffin Auditorium
For more information, please
e-mail ycarranz@utep.edu

Military Science
Commissioning
Ceremony

Dec. 9, 2011
3:00 p.m.
Union Cinema, Union Building
East, 1st Floor
For more information, please call
747-5621 or e-mail acorona4@
utep.edu

School of Nursing Graduate Hooding
Ceremony

Dec. 10, 2011
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Union Cinema, Union Building
East, 1st Floor
For more information, please call
747-7201

MENiNGitiS from page A4

108 Vaquero Lane
El Paso, Texas 79912

Amenities
Evaporative Cooling
Free Basic Cable TV
Low Utility Bills
2 Swimming Pools
8 Laundry Facilities
Playground
Clubroom
Storage Units Available
Ceiling Fans
Patio
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Pets Welcome
Close to Sun Metro Bus Route
Minutes From I-10
(915) 533-3381
Fax (915) 533-3483
www.mesaridgeapartments.net

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU !

mester off from college must receive
the vaccination at least 10 days before the first day of the semester they
are enrolled in. Students who have
gotten the vaccination during a fiveyear period preceding the start of
classes need not be re-vaccinated.
Entering students must provide a
certificate from a physician, clinic or
previous university showing that the
student has been vaccinated, a letter from a licensed physician stating
that in his or her opinion the bacterial meningitis vaccination would be
harmful to the health of the student,
or an official affidavit from the Texas
Department of State Health Services
approving an exception.
New graduate students must provide this information to the Office
of the Graduate School, new undergraduate students to the Office of
Admissions and Recruitment and
continuing students who stopped
attending school to the Registrar’s
Office.
While the bacterial meningitis
vaccination will be required from all
entering students at the university,
UTEP will not offer it at the Student
Health Center.
“Students can get the vaccination at
public clinics or through Immunize
El Paso,” said Robert Moss, assistant
vice president of Environmental
Health and Safety. “It is going to be
more expensive for the university to
get the vaccination – over $100 per
dose – and then it would have to pass
that cost to the students.”
Because the UTEP’s health clinic
is self-funded by student fees, it does
not qualify as a public health clinic

School of Nursing Undergraduate Pinning Ceremony

Dec. 7, 2011
6:00 p.m.
Magoffin Auditorium
For more information, please call
747-7273

College of Science

Dec. 2, 2011
6:00 p.m.
Magoffin Auditorium
For more information, please call
Roxanne Giron 747-5042

UTEP Graduation Ring
Ceremony

(Ceremony is only open to those
who have purchased UTEP rings.)
Dec. 15, 2011
6:00 p.m.
Tomás Rivera Conference Center,
Union Bldg. East, 3rd Floor
For more information, please call
747-8600

Alumni Association

Dec. 2, 2011
6:00 p.m.
Peter and Margaret deWetter
Center
For more information, please call
Alumni Relations 747-8600

and cannot offer the vaccination at a
reduced cost.
“Many students can get it for as
cheap as $10 at public health clinics,”
Moss said.
Moss also said that if the public
health centers cannot accommodate
students due to vaccination limitations or eligibility limitations, the
vaccinations are available at local
pharmacies at a higher cost. Some
students may also qualify to receive
the vaccinations at a reduced cost at
Immunize El Paso clinics.
Entering international students are
also required to have the immunization and may use their health insurance to pay for the vaccination.
“Most international students are
required to have insurance coverage
and use this to pay for their vaccination at public health clinics or to Immunize El Paso,” Moss said.
Students requiring more information regarding the vaccination may
visit

academics.utep.edu/Default.

aspx?tabid=69943 or consult their
physician.
“I’m glad that the university is taking care of its students and trying to
inform them. This is an important
issue and students need to be familiar with what’s going on,” said Janet
Quiroz, junior industrial engineering major.
Diana Arrieta may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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STRESS from page 12

Seniors’ college regrets
By HENRy ARRAmBidE
The Prospector
With winter commencement right
around the corner, graduating seniors
are feeling both the stress and joy of
reaching the end of their college career. Getting to this point, however,
does not come without a few regrets.
“I would more readily accept the
challenges posed in my earlier classes,” said Rebekah Grado, senior English and American literature major. “I
most regret skimming information in
fundamental courses, because I find
myself lacking understanding, or at
the very least insight on subjects or
works that I visited two or three years
ago. I know if I took my basics as seriously as I’ve taken my course studies, I’d feel at least a little ahead of the
curve.”
Jorge Curiel, senior digital media
production major, is just one of many
seniors who has a few ideas on what
they would do over again if they had
to restart college. Some of their advice for freshman and sophomore
students ranges from abstract and
academic to simple and practical.
“To start off, I would give more
consideration into what some of the
affects of long-term decisions would
be financially,” Curiel said. “I personally made the mistake of going to a
trade school in Phoenix just to get
out of El Paso. It was a lot more expensive, but I didn’t care about that.

I took out the maximum loan, which
I am still paying, and I haven’t been
there since ’05.”
Financial stress is something many
students can relate to. Even with a
few perceived missteps in his college
career, Curiel still believes there are
valuable lessons to be learned from
them.
“Leaving your hometown, however,
I personally think is a must that I
would not change at all,” Curiel said.
“You learn a lot about what you are
capable of doing when all you have is
you. It catalyzes ingenuity, maturity
and responsibility.”
Stepping out of your comfort zone
to grow as a person is not something
Curiel alone supports.
“It wasn’t until my teaching internship semester that I truly learned to
value the cynic’s creed to question
everything,” said Nick Rodriguez, senior creative writing major. “That’s a
scholastic duty no matter what field
you’re into.”
Rodriguez believes that too often
student’s don’t challenge themselves
or their professors. Doing so would
make the class more interesting for
the students themselves.
“I’d love the chance to go back and
really engage my instructors in a
greater level of academic dialectics,”
Rodriguez said. “Many students fall
under the spell of professor worship
and I was no exception when I first
started off. I learned a little too late in

my university career that I really enjoyed a dynamic interchange between
pupil and instructor.”
For seniors, the end is near. These
pieces of advice may serve to help
current freshman during their budding academic career, but at a broader
level may also serve as helpful lessons to all students, not just trudging
through UTEP courses, but in their
future lives and careers as well.
Henry Arrambide may be reached at prospector@utep.edu

“You learn a
lot about what
you are capable
of doing when
all you have
is you. It catalyzes ingenuity,
maturity and
responsibility.”
- Jorge Curiel, digital media
production major

to keep up with assignments and not
frantically cram for exams at the last
possible moment.
“If you have been keeping up with
your assignments and studying
throughout the semester, the battle
is more than half over,” Terrell said.
“But for the student who doesn’t
have time to take care of themselves
and just has to study, it’s good to re-

member a car with no gas cannot
win a race.”
Terrell urges students who want
more detailed descriptions about test
taking and anti-anxiety techniques,
or who just want someone to talk to
about the pressures of finals, to visit
the University Counseling Center at
Union Building West, room 202.
Rebecca Guerrero may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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Question of the week

If you could start college again, what would you change?

Photos by Candie Herrera, Veronica Chaparro, Justin Stene and Greg Castillo

PAul mccuAlEy

PAlomA florES

roby QuINtElA

ErIkA GomEz

“I already did start college all over again.
I am studying Biomedical Sciences with the
intention of going into a physical therapy
post grad school. As it turned out, my history degree was not all that marketable.”

“Take more advantage of all the services
UTEP offers to students.”

“I would change my major from psychology
to kinesiology.”

“If I could go back and change my first year “If I would have to start college all over
of college, I would focus more on my studies again, I would have taken a different degree
rather than going out to party.”
in Medical.”

Senior biomedical science major

Senior media advertising

Senior psychology major

Senior history major

jESSE lEyvA

Senior business major

ErIcA GArcIA

GuIllErmo vArGAS

frANkIE GlovEr

AlEjANdro lArA

mArIQuEl IGlESIAS

“I guess I would’ve taken more of my core
classes to start off with instead of all the
electives I took.”

“What I would do different if I could start
over is to follow my actual degree plan.
When I began, I thought it would be interesting to take classes that would be more fun,
but I realized that the degree plan is actually
set up very good for balancing load.”

“I think taking a year off is the worst thing
to do, it prolongs finishing your degree and
life gets in the way.”

“I already changed my degree from engineering to microbiology, so if I had the oppurtunity to start over I would have started
in microbiology to began with. I would take
more classes to begin with and have a
concrete plan to do more internships.”

“Approach the services that UTEP offers.”

Junior art major

Junior geophysics major

Junior graphic design major

Senior microbiology major

Senior finance major

SolomoN GArdEA

ANA kArEN rAmIrEz

“I think I would’ve taken adventage of all
the resource and tutoring centers. They
could’ve helped me a lot.”

“I would not have gone to a commuter
school. I like to be in one spot. It is a lot
more comfortable.”

Junior mechanical engineering major

Senior psychology major

rubEN rAScoN

ENId florES

“If I could start college all over again, I
would change the Union Services. They
are never there when we need them. They
would much rather host events that do not
support the students.”

“Take school more seriously, attend all my
classes and definitely turn in all assignments.”

Senior electronic media major

Senior computer information systems
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Student embraces parkour on campus

GREG CASTILLO / The Prospector

George Hinojosa, freshman business major, practices Parkour around the UTEP
campus.

BY ALEJANDRO ALBA
The Prospector
Everything began back at Anthony High School. George Hinojosa,
freshman business major, along with
his two best friends, began practicing parkour along the hallways and
jumping over cafeteria tables.

Parkour, defined by the MerriamWebster Dictionary, is the physical
discipline of training to overcome any
obstacle within one’s path by adapting
one’s movements to the environment.
A year later, Hinojosa now finds
himself taking on more challenging
barriers and obstacles, such as the

break along the staircase in front of
the Psychology Building at UTEP.
Hinojosa said he took on the practice of parkour to feel some sort of
superiority, soaring through crowds
and jumping from buildings that are
ten feet high.
“I basically wanted to feel awesome,” Hinojosa said. “But once I
began getting insight in parkour, I began to realize it had its skill and art.”
Hinojosa said there are three essential skills to Parkour. The first one is
to know your limits in order to know
what you are capable of doing. Secondly, you must have courage, and
lastly, you need to know how to roll.
“I can’t stress enough how important it is to roll. If a person doesn’t
role, all their micro fractures will start
showing by the age of thirty,” Hinojosa said. “Whenever you land and
don’t roll, your knees get hurt, but by
using a special technique, which is
rolling, you safely land, avoiding any
damage to your kneecaps.”
Mike Veloz, sophomore psychology
major, said that he has mixed feelings
towards the sport. He thinks it can
be a cool and inventive way to get a
thrill, yet he thinks it’s probably one
of the most dangerous activities a person can do.
“I think it requires bravery for expressing yourself in a public place like
the university, where there are people

all around who might think of you as
unusual,” Veloz said.
Hinojosa said that people such as
Veloz ask him if the activity is dangerous, but Hinojosa says he has never
been hurt from practicing parkour.
He has also been asked to give insight
into the sport, as well as perform
tricks.
“People ask me all the time to explain what it is I do, yet no one really
gets interested enough to join me,”
Hinojosa said. “I am the only one
that does it at UTEP and I would like
to have someone to train with. I’ve
heard that there is another person,
but I have never seen them.”
With much skepticism on the sport,
there are actually two different types
of Parkour, and people confuse them
all the time. The first type is free
running, which is where people can
compete for money by using parkour.
Hinojosa said that style is presented
with much complexity in flips and
tricks. The style can be witnessed in
TV shows like “MTV’s Ultimate Parkour Challenge.”
Hinojosa said the second type is
much simpler. It is the practice of basic skills that can be useful in everyday life.
“With parkour, you are trying to
be useful and you are also doing a
work out. There really shouldn’t be
a competiton,” Hinojosa said. “This

is my workout; I don’t like going to
a gym to lift weights. This keeps my
interest. Weights are boring. I think
it is all about using the world as your
playground.”
Hinojosa gave insight in his philosophy behind parkour and said that
what he means with “being useful” is
that instead of giving into the “cattle
mentality” where everyone follows
everyone else, you learn to be analytical and think critically.
As a future goal, he wants more
people to learn about parkour, especially women. He has decided to partner up with “Take Back the Night”
and let women know that they can
learn parkour as a self-defense.
“I believe it would be more efficient
than learning kickboxing or carrying
a Taser,” Hinojosa said. “Due to parkour allowing the individual to analyze
their surroundings, women would be
able to escape the scene if they encounter a man who is after them.”
Candice Moreno, sophomore literature major, finds Parkour interesting
not only for the peculiar stunts individuals perform, but knowing that it
can be usefull.
“If parkour really works as a selfdefense act, then I am willing to take
up on it,” Moreno said. “You never
know when a man will try and rape
you, even worse, kill you.”
Alejandro Alba may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

Fashion

Fashion abroad inspires Ramon Carrasco
die, to punk rock at times. It just depends on what type of mood I am in.”

Q: Who or what do you look to for
inspiration?
A: “I look at fashion magazines a
lot, but it also depends on the piece. I
like to wear things that nobody else is
going to have.”

BY NATALIA AGUILAR
The Prospector
Ramon Carrasco, senior art education major, has traveled overseas and
discovered that there is so much more
to fashion than the simple guidelines
people are often obstinate about. His
travels have led him to find amazing pieces he now incorporates into
his everyday wardrobe with inspiration from magazines and travels. He
shared with The Prospector his views
on fashion and his personal style.

Q: How do you describe your style?
A: “My style feels eclectic. It also
depends on the day, the weather, the
mood, so it ranges from preppy to in-

Q: What aspects of fashion are you
most interested in?
A: “I guess in self expression. It’s a
reflection of who you are as a person.”

Q: Is there one place that you have
traveled to where fashion stood out to
you?

jacket from Hong Kong. I have bracelets that individual artists have made.
I feel like it’s a piece of artwork, and
just things like that that I’ve gotten
from different parts of the world.”

Q: What have you learned about fashion from your travels?
A: “I think people maybe watch
fashion shows too much and they
are so rigid when it comes to fashion
guidelines, and I feel anything can
be pulled off if you’re clever about it.
I don’t think you should be so concerned about guidelines that I think
people have, for instance, not wearing
white after Labor Day.”
Natalia Aguilar may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

A: “South Korea. I lived in South
Korea for a year and I feel like people are more fashion conscious. You
know men, women, you go to the
streets regardless of what the weather
is like. If it’s freezing, people always
look their best.”

Q: What’s one piece that you can’t be
without?

A: “The pieces that I’ve gotten from
different parts of the world. I have a

PHOTOS BY AUDREY RUSSELL / The Prospector
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Laura Mena combines her art with fashion
how busy you want your body to look
or how simple and plain. So I find
myself thinking about those things
also with fashion.”

Q: Is your art ever reflected through
your outfits?
A: “Not really because my art
is more surreal. Maybe just color
wise, but not really. I think it’s very
different.”

Q: What places do you recommend for
finding unique clothing?
PHOTOS BY AUDREY RUSSELL / The Prospector

BY NATALIA AGUILAR
The Prospector
Laura Mena, senior psychology and
art major, bases her outfits on rules
that are applied to art and fashion
by following color combinations to
give her a complimenting look. She
shared with The Prospector how her
talent and knowledge of art is sometimes reflected in her inspiration for
fashion.

Q: What do you like about fashion?

A: “I like that it’s another way of
expressing yourself, giving yourself
some sense of identity. It’s kind of like
an art, but art you wear.”

Q; How do you combine your love for
art with fashion?
A: “I find myself following rules
that pertain to art, like color combinations, complimenting colors, symmetry and sometimes combining
elements, especially with jewelry, like

A: “There’s nothing in specific.
You can find nice clothes and it really doesn’t depend on the price or
the brand, you can find it anywhere.
You can go from Wal-Mart or a very
expensive store. It doesn’t matter, you
just have to look around anywhere.”

Q: What do you like to wear on a day
you don’t feel like dressing up?
A: “Just jeans and a plain shirt, not
like a t-shirt but just a shirt, jeans and
tennis shoes.”

12012011_P2_A1
Size: 5 X 8 in

Q: Is there a style that you are particularly drawn to?
A: “I try to wear something that’s
kind of classy, but at the same time
I don’t want to look overdressed for
school. I just try to look lady-like but
not too overdone. Combining sometimes just a balance between patterns and plain colors and not making it be too much, but still having a
combination.”
Natalia Aguilar may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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He’s just not
that into you?
Get over it.

that guy really meant, and ultimately, if he likes us or not.
With the holidays approaching,
people are often finding time to
be with their loved ones and those
they care about. This time of the
year evokes happy and warm feelings to be shared with a special
person. If you’re going to be sharing this with someone, it should
be with someone who actually deserves your time.
In the first chapter of the book,
authors Greg Behrendt and Liz
Tuccillo state, “Men find it very
satisfying to get what they want.
(Particularly after a difficult day
of running the world.) If we want
you, we will find you. If you don’t
think you gave him enough time
to notice you, take the time it took
you to notice him and divide it by
half.”
Some women tend to believe that
we haven’t been rejected and that
we can still have him. Our mind
has the tendency to believe the
most unlikely of things and even if
we are shown the proof, we don’t
believe it. Somewhere deep inside
our minds, we know that the person is just not that into us, but we
refuse to believe it.
The authors suggest that if you
find yourself in this situation liking a guy but getting mixed signals then stop kidding yourself and
look for a guy who will be into

you. Find someone who will make
time for you; someone who will fit
into your life and will let you into
his.
Behrendt and Tuccillo also said,
“If we’re really excited about someone, we can’t stop ourselves - we
want more. If we’re friends with
someone and attracted to them,
we’re going to want to take it
further.”
So they say that if he’s not asking you out, then he’s not that into
you. Other signs they include in
the book are, that he’s probably not
interested in you if he does not return your calls or contacts you. So
perhaps you’ve exchanged numbers,
perhaps even talked on the phone.
Does he respond within a moderate time and appears happy to talk
to you? Does he have anything to
discuss with you? Or he says he
doesn’t have time to call and talk
to you. That’s nonsense, and the
actual truth is that you’re not on
his mind.
Bethany Marshall, Ph.D., author
of “Deal Breakers: When to Work
on a Relationship and When to
Walk Away,” came up with a list of
10 signs to show he’s not into you.
“If he’s interested, there will be a
future-mindedness to the relationship,” Marshall said. “This doesn’t
just apply to the long-term future.
Obviously, if you haven’t been dating for all that long, you’re not

Don’t forget your
Graduation Gifts!
By BEATRIz A. CAsTAñEdA
The Prospector
If you have
either read the
best-selling
dating
book
or seen the
movie
“He’s
Just Not That
Into
You,”
then
you
know it is
based on the
concept that if you have to wonder
whether a guy is into you or not,
chances are he’s not.
We ladies spend countless hours
with our girlfriends, on the phone,
having lunch or at the coffee shop,
analyzing and obsessing over words
said and/or texted, and we try to
find meaning behind what this or

BRING THIS AD FOR A

10%
DISCOUNT
on your purchase

VISIT US AND TRY OUR FLAVORS
Buttery, Cheddar, Jalapeno Ranch, Salt & Vinegar,
Loaded Baked Potato, Spicy Buffalo Wing, Caramel, Grape, Vanilla,
Dr. Pepper, Pumpkin Spice, Caramel with Nuts, Oreo, White Chocolate,
S’mores, Dark Chocolate, Puppy Chow... and many more.

Gift boxes and tins for any occasion!

7930 Mesa St. Suite A-3 • El Paso, Texas 79932 • 915-833-1010
www.popcornextravaganza.com •
PopCorn Extravaganza

going to talk about your plans for
next year’s Thanksgiving. But if he
can’t even book you a night next
week, it’s a problem.”
Marshall said that healthy relationships are always forwardmoving and even if he’s busy the
next weekend, he will acknowledge
his busyness and mention that he
wants to see you at some point.
So for those assholes that are
“supposedly into you,” they will be
disguised by the nice guy. He’ll say,
“sweet, I think she’s buying it. Now
I have an ego boost on speed dial.”
Girls, don’t let these guys string
you along. He’s going to give you a
little bit of hope and lead you on,

but in the end, he’s just not that
into you and making empty promises to you. Guys that use these excuses are simply jerks and should
be avoided at all costs. You deserve
someone who’s actually into you.
So if you’re looking for something serious this holiday, then let
it come to you. You’ll know the
signs. You know, the constant text
messages, the phone calls and the
longing to actually spend time with
you and show it. So stop making excuses to yourself and go for
someone who will actually like
you.
Beatriz A. Castañeda may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

4700 N. Mesa Suite D1
El Paso, TX. 79912
Phone: (915) 351-0580
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Hair Extensions
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Haircuts
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Coney Island revives El Paso tradition

GREG CaSTillO / The Prospector

Coney Island, located on 4224 N. Mesa St., is open Monday through Wednesday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Thursday through
Saturday until 8 p.m.

By WILLIAM VEGA
The Prospector
Rene Job said that if he had a nickel
for every time a customer tells him a
story of the old Coney Island restaurant, he’d have a brand new truck, but
it is those types of stories that give the
El Paso tradition its reputation, even
after an 11-year hiatus.

“There’s four generations of customers that still come here. They remember them. People are very happy
that we’ve reopened,” said Job, co
owner of the restaurant. “There are
stories of people practically in tears
because we’ve reopened.”
Coney Island was founded in 1920
by Angelo Saucedo, Job’s grandfather,
in Downtown El Paso, just over three

miles from its current location on
4224 N. Mesa Street. It stood there for
the next 65 years until the bank purchased the block and did not renew
the restaurant’s lease. Saucedo owned
and sat at the counter regularly up
until his death in 1970.
In 1980, a second Coney Island
opened on the corner of Mesa Street
and Robinson Avenue by Juan Ro-

berto Saucedo, Job’s brother. The
two were open at the same time for
five years until the original was shut
down. Job said the location was ideal
for UTEP students in the 1980s, and
he hears stories of that restaurant
today.
“I get a lot of stories from there because people from UTEP and El Paso
High (School) who have continued in
their studies, graduated from UTEP,
are out in their careers now and used
to have something to eat there,” Job
said. “Now, they bring their kids to
this one.”
Job worked at the newer restaurant
in high school and while studying
business management at UTEP until
he graduated in 1990. From 1978-81,
he took basic courses at UTEP, but
decided to work full-time at the restaurant, halting his higher-education
career for the time being.
With his brother working in New
York, Job also left El Paso to work in
Puerto Rico in 1992. His parents then
took over the business from 1992-99,
until they felt it was time to retire and
close the restaurant.
Job returned to El Paso in 2004, but
the whole time, Coney Island was still
something he wanted to see return. In
2009, with the help of co-owner Ruben Schaeffer, his brother-in law, he
began making the dream a reality.
Job said he decided to get back in
the business. “Ruben and I put our
heads together. He found the location, and as a matter of fact, my uncle, Hector Saucedo, sells restaurant
equipment so we got a lot of things
through him,” Job said. “We put everything together, got our ideas,
looked up our old menus and reci-

pes and opened Oct. 25 of last year
(2010).”
Job said they took their time opening the business, which caused the
long delay and changed the menu
a bit. They added new entrées, such
as Mexican plates and hamburgers,
deleted some others and, finally, the
newest Coney Island was open for
business.
Since then, Job and Schaeffer said
the place has succeeded by reeling
in old customers, while making new
regulars.
“It’s an opportunity to connect with
people who come in for the first time
and create an environment that maybe you’re not used to, where life isn’t
so serious,” Schaeffer said. “It’s a little
more laidback and we can reconnect
with customers from World War II
and even post-World War I who remember the nickel hot dogs.”
One connection the restaurant has
made is with UTEP, from customers
to relatives of the restaurant’s owners.
Both owners said that UTEP president Diana Natalicio and softball
head coaches James and Kathleen
Rodriguez have made many appearances along with other professors and
faculty from the university.
In addition, Juan Roberto was
named an Outstanding-Ex Student
in 2004 and Schaeffer’s daughter, Rachel, played softball at UTEP from
2005-08. Although the restaurant is
about a mile and a half away from its
previous location on Mesa and Robinson, the owners hope to continue
appealing to the UTEP crowd.

see CoNEy on page B5
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A writer’s insight showcased on air

By ANdREs RodRIGuEz
The Prospector

KTEP’s new radio talk show,
“Words on a Wire,” offers the El Paso
writing community an exposition to
writers from around the country.
The show is hosted by the head of
the Creative Writing Department,
Benjamin Alire Saenz, and creative
writing professor, Daniel Chacon.
Words on a Wire does not limit its
focus, Saenz said. Instead, it explores
the country’s literary world as a
whole.
Saenz, who awarded the American
Book Award for “Calendar of Dust,”
said that talk of getting the show on
the air sprung from the two hosts love
of literature.
“(Chacon) said to me, ‘We should
have a book show. We can call it Book
Talk. It would be a good idea.’ And
so we started talking and dreaming
about what the show would look like
and then we sent in our proposal to
Patrick J. Piotrowski (KTEP General
Manager),” Saenz said.
As the show was green lit, they
devised its basic infrastructure. The
30-minute-show consists of an interview of approximately 15 minutes
with an author, a poem of the week,
the “poetic license” segment and
book recommendations by the hosts.

The process to select authors, Saenz
said, is not a problem for the two
avid readers. As they read, they think
to incorporate those authors to the
show.
“We make wish lists of authors that
we like and admire and we get in
touch with them,” Saenz said. “Some
of them we know as writing friends
and otherwise. Some we don’t know
at all, but we get in touch with them
anyway.”
The authors they have interviewed
on air, among others, include Sergio
Troncoso, Aaron Michael Morales,
Chang-Rae Lee, Francisco Aragon,
Carl Phillips and Cornelius Eady.
Guest authors, aside from discussing their work, are given the opportunity to write an editorial on the air in
a segment called “poetic license.”
“We ask writers from around the
country to write editorials about anything they’d like to talk about,” Saenz
said. “It could be about their writing
lives, politics, anything.”
Among other things, authors talk
about how they approach writing.
“I think we want to expose our
audience to the writer’s writing process,” Saenz said. “How he decides
and arrives at what they do, how
they get there and why he thinks it’s
important.”

vERONiCa CHaPaRRO / The Prospector

KTEP is now showcasing ‘Words on a Wire’, a talk show by creative writing professors Benjamin Saenz (left) and Daniel Chacon
(right).
Saenz said although the local writing community has great talent, the
show is not exclusive to the region.
“We’re not the type of show that’s
going local. We’re going national, but
we also have good writers in El Paso
and we’ll also feature them as well,”
Saenz said.

Although students don’t participate
in the show, Saenz hopes to change
that in the future.
“Certainly we’ll have a show that
features our undergraduate writing
students on occasion and we’ll do the
same with our graduate program,”
Saenz said.
As veteran writers and literary connoisseurs, Saenz said both hosts hope

for the show to be a contribution to
the American writing community.
“I see the future of this show as being a kind of important forum of Native American letters to be discussed,”
Saenz said.
“Words on a Wire” airs Sundays at
11:30 am on KTEP 88.5 FM.
Andres Rodriguez may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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By JERRy AldAz
The Prospector
out the past
20 years, the
technology
industry has
transcendfrom

provide the services consumers have

do not have the applications and soft-

grown to expect from their products.

ware titles customers want to use.

Through-

ed

Power is rendered useless if systems

a

high-end
spec-centric
model to an intergraded-ecosystem
approach. Although technical specs
remain an important element for
discussion, consumers now look for
a diverse and supported platform
instead of simply owning the latest
hardware.
Most conspicuously noted through
Atari’s questionable 64-bit Jaguar
(1993), and its unforgettable ad
campaign urging customers to “do
the math,” or Sega’s 16-bit Genesis
(1989), “Sega does what Nintendo
doesn’t,” the 90s gaming market is
reminiscent of how technical power
used to be a major selling point.
Among modern gaming communities, fans and companies alike
frequently discuss features – Netflixintegration, online-connectivity, television streaming, exclusive content
and titles – to defend their preferred
consoles and justify their purchases.

Android-based tablets have man-

In the mobile realm, eco-systems
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have developed a defined look and

the widely-known Android Market

feel through the incorporation of App

emulates feelings of trust and famil-

stores. Considered underpowered

iarity within consumers. Conversely,

and outpaced by a fleet of Android

the Kindle Fire is relying on Ama-

phones, the iPhone has managed to

zon’s deeply-incorporated services,

overshadow competing devices be-

ranging from streaming films to its

cause Apple focused primarily on

large selection of e-books, in hopes

the user experience rather than mere

its $199 Kindle Fire will become the

processing speed or pixel density.

epitome of low-end tablets.

Considering Windows 7 phones’

In completing this service utopia,

rough start since launch, due to their

Microsoft and Apple have begun

relatively-unknown services and the

offering apps for their current and

unpredictable future of Nokia’s pri-

upcoming full-fledge operating sys-

mary operating system, Symbian,

tems. Much like software one might

Nokia and Microsoft’s recent part-

download from a random website,

nership is a perfect example on how

these computer applications will be

synergy might be the only viable al-

collected within a confined location

ternative to confront the virtual em-

for an effortless experience. In bring-

pires from Android and Apple.

ing these mobile structures, they

Much like mobile phones, the

hope to bridge connectivity across

growing popularity of tablets is

mobile and full-size devices in order

quickly becoming a prime example

to form a unified ecosystem.

on how ecosystems either make or

This redefined model ultimately

break a device. Victims to this un-

benefits both parties; companies ob-

apologetic structure have ranged

tain user loyalty while promoting

from HP’s Touchpad to Blackber-

available services and encapsulated

ry’s Playbook. These well-designed

consumers enjoy the seamless trans-

gadgets failed, not because of their

action of data while avoiding the has-

technical capabilities, but because of

sles of maintaining different systems.

extremely limited App availability.

Jerry Aldaz may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

Declining developer support failed to

mestic, Mexican and premium beers

“If I were a student, I’d want to put
myself in a place that I knew I was
welcome. If I go in the afternoon and
I need to plug in my laptop, no one
is going to say, ‘no, you’re crazy,’”
Schaeffer said. “It’s a place where you
are welcome, along with everyone
else.”
Another aspect to their success is
their serving time and prices. Meals
range from $1.55 to $8.45 and most
take less than five minutes to serve,
even with all their food made fresh
daily. The restaurant also serves do-

and wine by the glass or by the bottle.

to
rospec r
ep 2011

th

From tablets to iPhones, Apps integrate

CoNEy from page B4
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Jessica Canabal, sophomore forensic science major, works at the
restaurant and hopes that this, along
with the familiar atmosphere, will
appeal to the UTEP crowd.
“It’s just amazing how many people share the same childhood memories,” Canabal said. “It seems like everybody would hang out Downtown
and it seems like that was the place
to be.”
William Vega may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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Get ready for the holidays...
with the purchase
of color and
highlights to
faculty and staff.

Offering
call & book your

Master

Stylists

(915) 581-8477 •(915) 581-8487
7250 N. Mesa Suite A.
Colony Cove III
El Paso, TX 79912
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Movie Review

Monroe portrayal falls short
By ANdREs RodRIGuEz
The Prospector
Directed by Simon Curtis, “My
Week with Marilyn” is lighthearted
fun, but ultimately fails to aptly introduce its audience to the depth and
insight that Monroe deserves.
The film is based on the book by
Colin Clark. He tells of his week-long
adventure during the summer of 1956
with Monroe as they worked on the
set of “The Prince and the Showgirl.”
Clark, hoping to make it into the
film industry, takes on a job as a gofer, the third assistant director for
the film. Monroe, coached by Paula
Strasberg (Zoë Wanamaker), struggles with her performance on set as a
method actress. She clashes with her
costar Sir Laurence Olivier (Kenneth
Branagh), who finds her irritable to
work with.

Clark – as many others – falls in
love with Monroe. He is young and
his determination and naivety give
the film an air of first love wonder.
In his determination to prove himself, Clark is able to defy the older,
more experienced than he. Clark’s
characterization is underdeveloped
for a protagonist, yet in seeking independence as a youthful and stubborn
man, he finds himself in humorous
situations. In an early scene, for example, he refuses to leave the studio’s
office until he is offered a job.
Monroe’s quick and sharp responses are also refreshing. When she isn’t
crying in bed, she implements comical touches to her sayings, like, “Darling, as we are in England, let’s say I
sleep in nothing but yardley’s lavender.” This type of humor resembles
what was present in the very movie
Monroe was filming at the time. The
over-the-top and exaggerated one lin-

ers and physical comedy of the old
Hollywood cinema are exemplified.
One example is Olivier’s exaggerated
facial expressions when angry.
The era is depicted gracefully. England in the 1950s is full of picturesque
castles and shops as well as beautiful
country sides. The film is shot elegantly. For instance, flashbulbs light
Monroe as she descends off the plane
while British reporters, neatly tailored
in ’50s attire, wait to question her.
On her first trip to England, accompanied by her third husband Arthur
Miller (Dougray Scott), Monroe finds
herself alienated and especially insecure. As a result, she is constantly
reminded that she is “the greatest
actress in the world,” a daunting title
that she has trouble believing.
Monroe’s fits of insecurities, in
which she becomes neurotic, are the
film’s juxtaposing element to an otherwise charming feel. There is little
balance in the exposition of this drama. In the midst of Monroe’s woes,
her relationship with Miller does
not compliment the generally breezy
mood.
The script, written by Adrian Hodges, except for the occasional awkward
transition, works well with the two
magnetic and likable leads.
Williams steals the show as a radiant Monroe. She portrays the troubled starlet with effortless wit. Williams employs a certain duality in her
performance. She conveys Monroe as
the sensual charismatic icon and the
troubled love-seeking woman.
Williams is lighted beautifully. In
several scenes her overexposed face
looks almost ethereal. Williams, a
proven versatile actress (“Blue Valen-

tine,” “Brokeback Mountain”) is able
to portray Monroe without exploiting
her sexual appeal or turning her into
a caricature.
A cheerful and fun film, “My Week
with Marilyn” boasts incredible talent
in its leading lady and beautifully shot
scenery, but the overarching charming air of the film is not well paired

with the lackluster dramatic toils of
the iconic mystical actress.
Three out of five picks.

Andres Rodriguez may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

Special to The Prospector

‘My Week with Marilyn,’ directed by Simon Curtis, is based on the book by Colin
Clark.

MEN’S BASKETBALL: SR. FORWARD GABRIEL MCCULLEY RETURNED FROM INJURY NOV. 29 AT OREGON
STATS: 0-FOR-3 SHOOTING, ONE REBOUND, TWO ASSISTS, TWO STEALS IN 24 MINUTES
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Football

RBʼs road to graduation took many strides
BY DANIEL ORNELAS
The Prospector
For senior running back Joe Banyard, graduating is only one more
step to reaching his goals, but the
journey along the way is what has
helped him get there.
Banyard is graduating in December with a degree in multidisciplinary
studies and has enjoyed his stay in El
Paso. He now hopes his many options
will lead him to the right path.
“El Paso’s been good to me. UTEP
has been really good to me. I can’t do
anything but appreciate everything
that’s come my way,” said Banyard.
“I’d like to pursue the NFL and see
how that works out. If not, I’d like
to become a special agent with the
government. Either FBI, ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement),
something along those lines. I have
a plan, just hope one of them works
out.”
Banyard led the Miners for a second-consecutive season in rushing
yards and attempts. He finished with
career highs of 832 yards on 127 carries averaging 6.6 yards per carry
and finding the end zone six times in
2011.
His journey to UTEP wasn’t quite
the normal path most student-athletes take.
Banyard played his prep football
at Sweetwater High School in Sweetwater, Texas before taking his talents
to TCU. But he never played a down
for the Horned Frogs and decided to
transfer to Division-2 Eastern New
Mexico in 2008.
After one season at Eastern New
Mexico, Banyard decided to walk on

to UTEP in the spring of 2009 where
he worked for the scout team.
Head coach Mike Price did not offer Banyard a scholarship and wasn’t
aware of his talent until it was displayed in front of him. Price and running backs coach Jeff Banks credit
Banyard’s success to his work ethic
and leadership skills.
“He’s done wonderful. He’s an adult
and he’s a great leader, one of the best
leaders I’ve ever been around. I mean
he’s a man; he’s not a kid,” Price said.
“He sets a great example for the young
players and he’s not afraid to correct
somebody when they step out of line,
off the field, socially, in the locker
room. Some guys will say, ‘that’s your
problem not his.’ That’s our problem.”
Banyard once again was part of a
rotation at the running back position,
which featured fellow seniors Leilyon
Myers, Vernon Fazier and redshirt
freshman Nathan Jeffrey. It would be
easy for a player to be selfish in such
a competitive group that garnered
1,800 yards and 22 touchdowns.
“He’s the ultimate warrior, a great
face of our program. He’s given everything, his heart and soul to this
team and this season. He’s in before
the coaches are in and he leaves after
the coaches leave; the ultimate team
player,” Banks said. “He had a great
season and he’s been very unselfish
after coming off a good end of the
season last season and having to share
time. He did a great job being mature
about it.”
Banyard was able to leave a lasting
impact on his coaches and teammates
in only two seasons at UTEP. He too
has created a bond and relationship
with his fellow teammates, one he

The Prospector

FILE PHOTO

Senior running back Joe Banyard runs past the outstretched arm of an East
Carolina defender Nov. 12 at the Sun Bowl.
wasn’t expecting but that has left him
with good memories.
“Just the team, the bonding, you
can’t get that hardly anywhere else.
Of course, you get it when you’re
younger with your friends,” Banyard
said. “Once you get here, and being

the new guy, you don’t know what to
expect, but everybody accepted me
with open arms. That was kind of surprising. I didn’t expect that.”
Daniel Ornelas may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

Seniors leave lasting impression on the court
The Prospector
Seniors
middle
blocker
MarieTherese Joyce and
libero
Stephanie Figueroa
stood
in
a team
huddle

FILE PHOTO

Libero
Stephanie
Figueroa

after the final match of their career in
a 3-0 loss to UCF Nov. 22 at Memorial
Gym. With tears collecting in both
girls’ eyes, they hugged their fans and
stood on the court with their team to
yell “Miners” one last time.
“I have a mix of emotions right now
because you just want to keep going,”
Figueroa said. “I always looked forward to the opportunity of coming to
the U.S. and play college ball. Today
was the end of that chapter.”
Figueroa, a native of Sabana Seca,
Puerto Rico, came to UTEP from
Iowa Western Community College in
2010 as a junior and took the defensive line by storm when she totaled
476 digs to rank third in UTEP’s record books for digs in a season. In
2011, she moved up to second
thanks to a 555-dig season.
“There is always room to improve and I took advantage of
that everyday,” Figueroa said.
“When you think back to yourself
in freshman year, you realize how
much you have changed as a volleyball player and as a person.”
Off the court, Figueroa maintained
a 4.0 GPA, majoring in psychology
and translations, which helped her
become the third Miner in program
history to be named to the C-USA
All-Academic team.
“I thought she was a really steady
influence on our team,” head coach

Poor attendance
should put Priceʼs
job in jeapardy

BY DANIEL ORNELAS

Volleyball

BY KRYSTAL OBLINGER

Column

Ken Murphy said. “When she is on
the court, she keeps our team focused
and at a high level no matter who we
are facing.”
Joyce gained her own recognition during her six years
with the Miners. During the 2007
season, Joyce was redshirted and
became one of the C-USA Commissioner’s Academic medalists and
was a Commissioner’s Honor Roll
recipient. She repeated this in 2009
after posting 10 service aces and 12
digs for the season. Joyce helped
Bring It Promotions/USA Development Team in 2009 to win the
Global Challenge gold medal in
Pula, Croatia.
“This season has been the
most fun I have ever had,” Joyce
said. “I don’t think I could have
shared this experience with any
other group of girls. It’s been
amazing and I think our record reflects our unity and how
much we love playing.”
Born in Tacoma, Wash.,
“M.T.,” as her teammates call
her, was scouted in 2006 by
Murphy after being named
to the Washington Coaches
Association All-State team.
Thanks to the networking of
her coach during her high
school career, Murphy was
able to bring her to UTEP.

She graduated with a bachelor in December 2010 with a degree in media
advertising and continued her education to gain a masters in fine arts.
“I am so proud to be a Miner,
and although I am sad, I
know it had to come to
an end eventually,” Joyce
said. “I always want to be

FILE PHOTO

Middle blocker MarieTherese Joyce

involved with volleyball somehow and I’m
looking to pursue a career in sports marketing
or something like that
because I love sports so
much I’d like to expand on
it in some way.”
After Murphy brought
Joyce on, he saw that she was
more than just a good player,
but that she found a way to
represent her team in a positive light.

see SENIORS on page B10

For eight years,
UTEP has been
accustomed
to
one brand of football: Mike Price
football.
What
started off as a
match made in
heaven for UTEP,
having back-to-back eight-win seasons and bowl appearances, is now a
distant memory.
The early success left many wishing
for more. Price took over a 2-11 team
in 2004 and made it a winner. The
possibilities were endless once Price
established his program at UTEP, but
it has only fallen short since.
In 2011, the Miners finished with a
5-7 record for the third time in Price’s
tenure and the sixth consecutive year
with a sub .500 mark. Price did lead
the Miners to a third bowl appearance
in 2010, but were routed by BYU in
the New Mexico Bowl. The squad fell
a win short this season of making a
second-consecutive bowl appearance,
which would have made Price the
only coach in school history to lead
the Miners to four bowl games.
Considering the changes Price
had to deal with in the 2011 season,
this might have been one of his best
coaching performances during his
time in El Paso.
The 5-7 record this season may have
been a positive for Price, especially in
a year that many thought would be
an even greater struggle. Price had to
deal with a new quarterback in junior
transfer Nick Lamaison, who did a
decent job in his first year as a starter throwing for 1,718 yards and 12
touchdowns, but missed three games
due to injuries.
Price used three different starters
at quarterback with redshirt freshman Jay Hall and sophomore Carson
Meger starting games, both leading
the Miners to wins. The defense also
suffered injuries to key players like
senior safety Travaun Nixon, who
missed five games due to a leg injury.
Through eight seasons, Price has
compiled a 45-52 record and ranks
third in wins behind Mike Brumbelow’s 46 wins and leader Mack Saxon’s
66. The question now is if Price will
be here long enough to surpass either
Brumbelow or Saxon.
Throughout the years, attendance
has gradually dropped and it’s a clear
reflection on the team’s performance.
From 2004 to 2006, in which Price
gathered 21 of his 45 victories, the average attendance at the Sun Bowl was
over 41,000. Fourteen of the 18 games
played in El Paso during that time
surpassed the 40,000 mark.
The Sun Bowl’s capacity is roughly
51,500. From 2007 to 2011, attendance has only reached 40,000 four
times in 30 home games. 2006 was
the first losing season for Price with
the Miners, which has affected crowd
support.
The following season in 2007, the
average attendance dropped to just
below 37,000. Since then, the average has never returned to the 40,000
mark. 2011 was the worst year for at

see PRICE on page B10
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TOP 5

1

Soccer team makes it to Conference-USA game

moments of fall
SPECIAL TO THE PROSPECTOR

2

Women’s basketball off to best
start in Keith Adams era

Behind a dominant post presence, the Miners have opened
this season strong. The combination of senior forward Gloria
Brown, junior forward Kristine Vitola and sophomore forward
Kayla Thornton, is scoring 40 percent of the points this season.
In addition, 50 percent of the rebounds have come from those
three. Brown is nearly averaging a double-double with 13.8
points and 9.4 rebounds, while Vitola is averaging a career-high
8 points and 6.4 rebounds.
Not only are the Miners undefeated in their first six games,
but their wins have not been close, either. UTEP has only played
one close contest, which came at NMSU Nov. 16 in a 76-72 overtime victory. In the rematch, the Miners beat NMSU Nov. 29 at
the Don Haskins Center 63-27. They had to come back from a
halftime deficit during their first game against Idaho State Nov.
12, but ended up winning by 16. They have also beaten Houston
Baptist by 29, UT-Pan American by 11 and Denver by 31.

CANDIE HERRERA

4

“She works hard and gets better with everything she is taught,”
Murphy said. “She helped the entire
program elevate and worked to make
everyone get better. She was a pretty
good kid the first time I met her and
she grew with every challenge she
faced.”
Both Joyce and Figueroa are at
their college volleyball career ends,
but they have stated that they will
continue finding any way available to
be able to continue in the sport.

“I’m going to coach a club team
here in El Paso,” Joyce said. “I want
to be involved with volleyball no
matter what because it has helped
me grow in ways I can’t even begin
to describe.”
Figueroa has already begun receiving calls from teams in Puerto Rico
to join their programs, but declined
in order to continue her education at
UTEP.
“It was a really hard decision,”
Figueroa said. “I want to keep studying here at UTEP and they offered
me a graduate’s job that would pay

3

Rifle ranked as high as fifth in national poll

5

Football falls one game shy of bowl eligibility

After narrowly dropping a match to now No. 7 Nevada and top-ranked TCU, the Miners
won their next four matches to propel them to No. 5 in the national rankings. UTEP began
the season ranked 13, but their No. 5 ranking was the highest the team has ever placed in
school history. During the win streak, the Miners recorded a school-aggregate record of 4,671 to defeat Nevada and Alaska Oct. 29 at home.
UTEP is led by senior Alix Moncada, who finished in seventh at
the NCAA Championships last season and was given the Elite 88
award for the highest GPA of all finalists. She is currently averaging the second highest aggregate score next to Andrea Palafox.
Palafox had the highest aggregate and air-rifle score for the season against Nevada and Alaska-Fairbanks Oct. 30 in El Paso.
The Miners lost their last match to Nevada, dropping them
to No. 10 to finish the fall portion of their 2011-12 season. They will resume play Jan. 28 at the Withrow Invitational in Murray, Kent.
SPECIAL TO THE PROSPECTOR

Kimaiyo returns to NCAA
Championship

Every year junior Risper Kimaiyo
has been in a UTEP uniform she has
made the NCAA Championships. Kimaiyo became the Miners’ first woman cross-country runner to make it
to three-consecutive championships
when she competed this year Nov. 21
at Terre Haute, Ind. She finished in
25th with a time of 20:12.7. The time
was four seconds faster than last year,
when she placed fourth at the final
event of the year. She finished ninth as
a freshman in 2009.
Kimaiyo took control of this crosscountry season, winning five of the
FILE PHOTO
seven events she participated in, including a first-place finish Nov. 12 at the Mountain
Regionals. The only events she did not win, other than the NCAA
Championship, were a second-place finish at the C-USA Championship and a third-place finish at the Notre Dame Invitational.

SENIORS from page B9

The 2011 season was an up and down year for the Miners, but they found a way to win
when it counted most. A favorable home schedule put UTEP in good standing in nonconference play, but after a few players went down with injuries midway through conference, the Miners went on a cold streak. They did not win their last six games of the season,
going 0-4-2 in that span, but thanks to C-USA expanding the postseason to eight teams
for the first time, UTEP squeezed into the tournament as a seven seed.
They upset second-seeded Colorado College in a rematch of the two teams’ regularseason finale and put their freshman goalie Sarah Dilling to work in the semifinals. The
Miners needed extra time to put away Rice, but Dilling stopped three of four penalty
kicks to set UTEP up with the host, nationally-ranked No. 4 Memphis in the finals. Dilling stepped up once again, allowing just one goal and saving 10 shots. Senior midfielder
Katie Dorman came through in the clutch, scoring the tying goal with minutes remaining
to send the game into extra time. In the second extra period, the Tigers struck and the
unexpected run was over.

Not much was expected from the 2011 Miners as
they were picked to finish tied for last in the C-USA
preseason media poll. While they did finish with
the third worst conference record, head coach Mike
Price put together a team of inexperienced offensive players, while dealing with injuries on his veteran defense. Despite going 2-6 in conference play,
UTEP went 3-1 in non-conference en route to a 5-7
record that left them one win away from a secondconsecutive bowl berth.
Things did not look well for the Miners to start
the season when they had to come back and beat
FBS-opponent Stony Brook in overtime in game
one. Then, the following week, they lost starting
quarterback, junior Nick Lamaison, during their
loss to SMU and went through two other quarterbacks over the next two games. After nearly defeatFILE PHOTO ing Houston at home, who is now ranked sixth in
the BCS poll, UTEP rebounded with a pair of lopsided victories against Tulane and Colorado State to put them two wins away from bowl
eligibility with five games left. They blew a fourth-quarter lead at Rice, beat East Carolina
at home but ran into a buzz saw that was Tulsa at home and UCF on the road to end their
season.
for my masters. I could have gone
home, but I didn’t want to stop, so
I decided to stay here for the next
three years.”
With the season drawing to a close,
the girls look back at what they have
done and offer present and future
players some of their feelings.
“I am excited for everyone,” Joyce
said. “To the girls heading our way,
I’m looking forward to seeing them
play. To my team, just remember all
the fun we had and that they need
to go get 20; they’ll know what that
means.”

Figueroa wishes the team the best
and that she will never forget the
friends and experiences she had as a
Miner.
“My girls, I love you,” Figueroa
said. “I want them to keep fighting
and never give up. I’m going to be
here for them if they need me and it
was an honor playing with them. To
the girls who have the dream to be
where we are, never let up. Mistakes
are going to happen, but you don’t always have to be perfect.”

tendance during the Price era, averaging just above 26,000 per game
and surpassing the 30,000 mark just
once all season.
Perhaps his stay at UTEP is overdue. For a school and a town that
will always have its identity attached
to the late Don Haskins’ basketball
legacy, it’s still Texas where “football
is king.” I’m not quite sure El Paso
is ready to endure another sub-par
season of Mike Price football.

Krystal Oblinger may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.

Daniel Ornelas may be reached at prospector@utep.edu.
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Basketball

Women, men taking different routes to begin season
Haskins Center prior to conference
play. They will visit New Mexico Dec.
10 in Albuquerque and Arizona State
Dec. 28 in Tempe. The Lobos, at 2-4,
have shown they can play defense, allowing only 55.7 points per game. The
Sun Devils, with a record of 4-1, have
an even better defensive presence, allowing 52.2 points. That type of defense is what Adams and her players
hope to accomplish by the time they
play those games.
“Execution and defense is what we
are really working on and the reason for that is the harder you play on
defense, the easier offense comes,”
Green said. “Our defensive mind set
is going to make a difference in all of
our game, and from what I can see, it
already has.”
This season, the men, at 1-4, have
struggled on all sides of the ball, including getting the team chemistry
down, but in spite of their lacking,
there have been some bright moments that this team has displayed.
“There is some pain involved right
now and we understand that. It was
not fun (Nov. 26 against Stephen
F. Austin), and there will be other
nights that are no fun,” head coach
Tim Floyd said. “It was a very idealistic point of view in terms of going
into this with all young guys and still
thinking we have done the right thing
long term. Hopefully we will look
back at this for years to come and say
it was a necessary part in terms of establishing a long term program.”
With that said, UTEP will begin a
difficult stretch in their schedule during the winter break, starting with

Read the latest UTEP news @

Congratulations!

To Ricardo Velazquez on being the
winner of an iPad2 from
The Prospectorʼs Readership Survey!
Ricardo is a Freshman,
Computer Science major who
enjoys reading The Prospector.

www.utepprospector.com

Delta Lambda Phi

Opens Doors

Delta Lambda Phi, UTEP's first and only fraternity for gay, bisexual, and progressive men, continues to make history on campus. In
celebration of both National Coming Out Day and Queer History month, Delta Lambda Phi is ecstatic to publish the following list of names
collected by the members of the Fraternity on behalf of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered, Queer persons and their allies. This project
is the first of its kind here at UTEP and Delta Lambda Phi is glad to dub it a success. This list is being published to show students who may
feel isolated, that they are not alone; and more importantly that there are many friends and allies who support LGBTQI rights and the
coming out process. This list is a testament to the accepting environment which is already in existence and, through organizations like Delta
Lambda Phi, will continue to grow here at UTEP. Delta Lambda Phi is proud to be part of the UTEP community, and would like to thank all
those who made this project possible. Although this list is long, it is a small fraction of the campus population and represents only a small
segment of those who stand up for this cause and support those struggling with the coming-out process. So if you’re one of the individuals
who didn’t get your name in the paper, make it known in your own way that you support LGBTQI students and stand behind them in their
struggle to come out.

LGBTQI

Liz Argo-Wilbanks
Rebecca Carrasco
Stephanie Correa
Diego Cosme-Sanchez
Matt Desing
Ana Dominguez
Jorge Dominguez
Josh Espinoza
Ivan Flores
Omar Frescas
Tess Lynett
Athena Matyear
Krystyl Mayfield
Elisa Nunez
Ana Orozco
David Peralta-Torres
Abril Perez
Daniela Ramirez

Find out about more promotions by reading
The Prospector or becoming a registered
user at www.utepprospector.com

a home contest at 3 p.m. Dec. 11 coming off an 85-75 victory over UTagainst NMSU. The Miners are also San Antonio, who beat the Miners in
looking forward to Dec. 14 as they their season opener at home.
UTEP will also head to Marshall in
head to Nevada for the chance to
knock off undefeated and current-No. their Conference-USA opener Jan. 4
20 UNLV after they upset top-ranked with the Thundering Herd at an undefeated 5-0 so far. Despite the slow
North Carolina Nov. 26 in Las Vegas.
“It is tough knowing where we are start, the Miners feel they can beat
right now to go on the road to tough anybody in their way and will only
games like…UNLV, who just beat the improve as the season progresses.
“We aren’t using (inexperience) as
number one team in the nation, but
we are up for the task,” sophomore an excuse. It is more of a fact everyguard Michael Perez said. “If coach body here is young,” junior forward
thought we weren’t up for it, he would Malcolm Moore said.” I don’t think
it is going to hold us back, but everynot have scheduled the games.”
body is still learning. As
The Hawaiian Airlines Diamond
long as we keep learnHead Classic is a tournament this
ing, I think we will be
team is anxious for in terms of evalall right.”
uating themselves. Their first game
will take place Dec. 22 in Honolulu
Krystal Oblinger and Frankie
against Clemson, who is 3-2 so far.
Rodriguez may be reached at
“Hawaii would be a good start for
prospector@utep.edu.
us as well. We play
Clemson the first game
and that is going
to be another
tough matchup,”
Perez said. “We feel
like we are excited for that
and we basically just have to
keep working and continue
getting support from our
fans.”
Some other notable
games that UTEP will
have will be Dec. 28 at
the Don Haskins Center
in the Bank of the West
Don Haskins Sun Bowl
Invitational against Colorado State. They are
currently 4-2 and are
FILE PHOTO
Head coach Tim Floyd

Nia Salazar
Sergio Seley
P.J. Singleton
Jacqueline Stewart
Taryn Swopes
Jeannie Tran
Rick Walther
Thomas Ward
Zak Wenner

For more information on UTEP campus resources, please
visit The Rainbow Miner Initiative office in the
Student Development Center Union West Rm.106.
For more information about Delta Lambda Phi please visit
our colony website
http://dlpatutep.moonfruit.com or email us at
utep.dlp@gmail.com.

Allies and

looking to come back with a vengeance as they face teams that they
feel they could have beaten last year.
The Prospector
“We didn’t get off to a great start last
With just seven games remain- season,” Green said. “This year has a
ing until Conference-USA play, the sort of a revenge feel because we are
Miner women are off to a 6-0 start for looking to get back at everyone and
the season, which is tied for the best beat everyone. Last year, we half-won
start in school history with the 1996- and half-lost, which is going to change
97 team and the longest in head coach as we come back playing hard.”
Houston was one of the teams that
Keith Adams’ tenure.
“We have learned a few things off the Miners believe they can beat this
of last season,” Adams said. “This is year. UTEP’s season ended against
a good group of returners and new- the Cougars March 10 at the C-USA
comers and right now, we are looking Tournament in El Paso, losing to the
regular season champions by four
to blending them in.”
points.
Senior
“I’m looking forward to taking on
guard
Houston because they were the ones
Briana
who kicked us out of the playoffs,”
Green
senior guard Kim Smith said. “It was
said that
a really close match and I think with
this year,
the team that we have now, we’ll prove
they are
that we can do it.”
Adams said that along with taking
each game one at a time, defense
and rebounding will be the first
step to entering these match-ups.
“Right now, I’m just focusing on us because there are so
many things we have to improve on,” Adams said. “In our
past games, we defended and
rebounded well, which helped
us play well, and because of that,
I think that sets us up for good
things to happen this season.”
UTEP has already beaten
Denver, a team they lost
to last season on the road,
and will be facing other stiff
Head coach Keitha Adams FILE PHOTO competition away from the Don

BY KRYSTAL OBLINGER &
FRANKIE RODRIGUEZ

Supporters
Karen Baca
Roberto Beltran
Gabby Bernal
Sarah Bolanos
Greg Castillo
Edna Chavez
Nelly Cordova
Gil Correa
Dafne Elizondo
Nana Esparza
Evelyn Maldonado
Imelda Cortez-Morales
Gustavo Dominguez
Bryant Fuentes
Olac Fuentes
Alexandra Garcia
Phillip Gonzales
Steven Hernandez
Jasmin Herrera
Brendan Johnson
Stephanie Johnson
Dre Lara
Scarlett Lara

Tracy Lopez
Oralia Loza
Lizbeth Lucero
Georgina Macias
Griselda Melendez
Denise Meshurie
Jesus Montoya
Stefanie Morales
Valeria Nevarez
James Newson
Eisa Perez
Deborah Pez
David Robles
Haydee Rodriguez
Minal Singh
Suzette Soto
Denise Tolentino
DeAnna Varela
Georgia Jean Varela
Nikolas Ryder Varela
Steve Varela
Victor Uribe

* A straight friend or ally is someone
who is NOT gay, lesbian, bisexual,
or transgendered, but who personally supports LGBTQI persons.

